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ABSTRACT
VARIATIONS ON STIGMERGIC COMMUNICATION TO IMPROVE
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND BIOLOGICAL MODELING
SEPTEMBER 2011
MEGAN M. OLSEN
B.Sc., VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
M.Sc., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Hava T. Siegelmann
Stigmergy refers to indirect communication that was originally found in biological systems.
It is used for self-organization by ants, bees, and flocks of birds, by allowing individuals to focus
on local information. Through local communication among individuals, larger patterns are formed
without centralized communication. This self-organization is just one type of system studied within
complex systems. Systems of ants, bees, and flocks of birds are considered complex because they
exhibit emergent behavior: the outcome is more than the sum of the individual parts. Emergent
behavior can be found in many other systems as well. One example is the Internet, which is a series
of computers organized in a self-organized fashion.
Complexity can also be defined through properties other than emergent behavior, such as ex-
isting on multiple scales. Many biological systems are multi-scale. For instance, cancer exists on
many scales, including the sub-cellular and cellular levels. Many computing systems are also multi-
scale, as there may be both individual and system-wide controls interacting together to determine
the output. Many multi-agent systems would fall into this category, as would many large software
systems.
vi
In this dissertation I examine complex systems in artificial intelligence and biology: the growth
of cancer, population dynamics, emotions, multi-agent fault tolerance, and real-time strategic AI
for games. My goal is twofold: a) to develop novel computational models of complex biological
systems, and b) to tackle key AI research questions by proposing new algorithms and techniques
that are inspired by those complex biological systems. In all of these cases I design variations on
stigmergic communication to accomplish the task at hand. My contributions are a new agent-based
cancer growth model, a proposed use of location communication for removing cancer, improved
multi-agent fault tolerance through localized messaging, a new approach to modeling predator-prey
dynamics using computational emotions, and improved strategic game AI through computational
emotions.
vii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Complex Systems
1.1.1 What are Complex Systems?
The term Complex Systems has been used in a variety of ways by scientists, often referring
merely to a system that is not simple. However, the field of Complex Systems studies a much
less general class of problems that are complex in ways that may include simplicity at its heart:
emergent, adaptive, nonlinear, chaotic, and multiscale complexity, to name a few. These problems
describe much of the world around us, and also apply to computing problems.
Emergent behavior refers to the whole as being more than just the sum of the parts, for exam-
ple, when simple rules create complex dynamics. Stated another way, as the scale of the problem
increases, so does the complexity, in a way that cannot be explained simply by the fact that there
are more elements. Learning the fundamental laws (such as in elementary particle physics) does not
necessarily provide the ability to reconstruct the world. Anderson summarizes this by stating that
“the reductionist hypothesis does not by any means imply a ‘constructionist’ one” [8]. However,
learning what creates this complexity within systems, as well as how these complex systems work
and interact with each other, can further our understanding of many fields and of science in general.
Self-organization is often a noticed outcome of emergent behavior, and a prime example of
complex behavior appearing from simple rules of interaction. It can be seen in many biological
systems, including molecular or cellular biology, dynamics of species in ecology, or human behav-
ior. A popular example is swarm intelligence, which refers to the natural organization of bees, ants,
or flocks of birds without centralized communication [17, 30, 145]. In this case, self organization
through simple interactions are causing a large coordinated effort for travel, finding food, or general
communication [146]. The behavior emerges from the interactions of these simple rules, to create
behavior more complex than would be expected by the rules themselves. This phenomenon is also
observed in computer networks. Probably the best-known example is the Internet, a network that is
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organized without central control (i.e. it is self-organized) but yet still follows a power law in link
organization [112]. This structure of the network may affect more than just its organization, such as
how it evolves over time and how data is shared through it [112, 99].
It has been shown that only a small amount of information from a few informed individuals is
necessary for effective group decision making [32]. Communication in which only a relatively small
amount of information is shared through the environment, which is then used to inform entity deci-
sions, is called Stigmergy. Stigmergy is used by ants and bees as a way to enable self-organization.
It can also be used for human collaboration, or to encourage collaboration and cooperation in com-
puting systems. Wikipedia is an example of stigmergic communication by humans, where each
individual is only modifying their own local information when they update a page on which they are
an expert. However, all of those local updates combine to create a large functioning encyclopedia.
Systems that exhibit emergent behavior and self-organization may also interact on multiple
scales, as do systems that we do not traditionally call emergent. Many systems in both biology
and computer science work on multiple scales, including the scales of time and space. Cellular bi-
ology is a prime example of a multiscale system: even if we only look at what controls the cell, and
ignore the overall interactions at a cellular level, there are different time scales for replication and
interaction, and different sizes for proteins, RNA, etc. Thus, studying cellular biology can be done
by examining cells at the cellular level, the subcellular level, or the tissue level. At the same time, it
may be beneficial to analyze the overall functioning of the plant or animal created by these cells, or
even the interaction of animals within a species or between species. Thus, every organism is repre-
senting multiple space/time scales of interest, and to truly understand the mechanisms at work it is
necessary to analyze multiple scales at once. This leads to multi-scale models, both mathematical
and computational.
1.1.2 Complex Systems and Computer Science
The field of complex systems is itself interdisciplinary by nature [82]. The goals of understand-
ing complex phenomena in terms of organization, structure, and function are often served by both
mathematical and computational models. Some of these models are similar to what computer sci-
entists find familiar, such as differential equations, agent-based modeling, discrete-event modeling,
or network analysis [5, 77]. Modeling provides a mechanism by which to represent phenomena and
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attempt to understand what are the underlying mechanisms controlling that phenomena in nature
[135].
Computer science has been captivated by many of these Complex Systems problems even if
we do not generally think of them as being within the field of complex systems. One instance is
the Game of Life defined by Conway, a set of simple cellular automata rules that leads to such
complex behavior that the system is still not entirely understood [55]. Additionally, many have
been investigating computational evolution through modeling as far back as Turing, who in his later
years developed a mathematical model of the role of chemicals in biological development [151].
This branch of research continues primarily in the Artificial Life field, for instance using diffused
chemicals to evolve a French flag [97] or for development from a single starting entity [126].
Artificial Intelligence has been moving in the direction of adaptive, or learning, systems for
many years. One example is the field of reinforcement learning, which is inspired by behavioral
psychology and used both to enhance computer systems and to model biological processes [147].
Complex adaptive systems are another subset of this direction, where we design new systems capa-
ble of learning from its experiences and able to adapt to different situations. These systems are often
multi-scale, and can be used as a method of modeling complex systems to understand more than
the basic rules leading to emergent behavior. Swarm intelligence is also used in the development
of collaborating groups of robots and agents, both for self-organization and the ability to adapt to
failures within a single agent [63, 28, 70].
Overall, computer scientists can offer much to the field of complex systems: modeling tech-
niques, algorithmic development, insights from similarities between computing and non-computing
problems, and machine learning, to name a few. Computer science itself is becoming more inter-
disciplinary as there is a move to work on interesting computational problems in other domains:
linguistics, cellular biology, molecular biology, neuroscience, and social science are some of the
most popular and emerging collaborations. From these collaborations, models are created and data
is analyzed to aid in understanding the complexities within those fields, often arising from complex
systems. What we learn from working with experts in these fields can also be used in the creation
of new systems within computer science itself. Sometimes this refers to new algorithms or data
analysis techniques, but it can also refer to new systems that are more distant from the original in-
terdisciplinary interaction. In this dissertation I will investigate how stigmergic communication can
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Figure 1.1. Figure from Kitano, 2002 [79]. The ideal cycle between biology and computation.
Biologists do their standard “wet” experiments, which creates new biological knowledge. Compu-
tational scientists then use that knowledge to inform their model, which through simulation creates
new predictions that can feed into new standard biological experiments, and the cycle continues.
increase collaboration between artificial entities, both when modeling non-computing systems and
when building computing systems.
1.2 My Approach
My goal in this dissertation is twofold: a) to develop novel computational models of complex
biological systems, and b) to tackle key AI research questions by proposing new algorithms and
techniques that are inspired by complex biological systems. I examine two complex systems from
outside of the computing domain from both the modeling and inspiration perspective: cancer and
emotions. In some of this work I also incorporate the complex systems field of population dynamics
as part of my approach. I investigate how communication can play a crucial role in more accurate
modeling, and in development of an inspired system.
1.2.1 Modeling of Biological Systems
Modeling of biological systems allows us to analyze and approach them in a different way than
is traditionally done by biologists. Ideally, biologists and modelers work together to form a complete
cycle where biological experiments feed into computational/mathematical models, which then feed
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back into the biological experiments to continue the cycle (Figure 1.1). Both fields are still working
to achieve this collaboration and balance. However, many modelers are either also involved in the
traditional “wet” biological experiments or work with biologists and their data to ensure that the
created models are biologically validated, and can therefore have the potential to feed back into
the biological experimental cycle. Ideally, models are used for their predictive power such as is
currently attempted in epidemiology for predicting the spread of disease with and without vaccines
[155], and in geosciences for the prediction of earthquake activity [133].
There are many different types of models used to study biological problems, which are usually
complex systems: ordinary differential equations, partial differential equations, agent-based simu-
lations, event-based simulations, cellular automata, computational geometry, and more. Non-linear
dynamic approaches examining self-organizing systems are also used for multi-scale problems such
as cancer [29]. The key is to determine the appropriate approach for the subfield and specific prob-
lem being studied.
In this dissertation I examine models of two biological problems: the growth and removal of
cancer cells, and predator-prey dynamics in an ecological setting. I examine the role of space and
healthy tissue cells in cancer growth using ordinary differential equations. I also examine the role
of communication between those cells in the removal of cancer cells via agent-based modeling.
For predator-prey dynamics I investigate the use of computational emotions and conspecific (intra-
species) communication to model the interactions of entities within a species and how that effects
the dynamics between competing species.
1.2.2 Inspiration from Biology to Computer Science
In addition to the traditional approach of modeling complex systems, I also take this newly
gained knowledge and use it as inspiration in improving computing systems. In this case, the goal
is to create a biologically inspired algorithm or system that solves a problem within artificial in-
telligence. To create this inspired algorithm or system, it is necessary to draw parallels between
the biological system and some computing system. Then, a problem within that computing system
should appear related to a mechanism within the biological system. At this point, a new algorithm
for the computing system can be determined based on what is known about the biological system.
One of the classic examples of biologically-inspired algorithms is genetic algorithms [60]. This
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class of algorithms allows a system to learn the best state through continuous mutations and fit-
ness analysis. Genetic algorithms are based on the idea of biological mutations that lead to natural
selection over time.
Another example of biologically-inspired computing is wireless sensor networks designed with
self-healing capabilities inspired by immunology to detect sensor faults. SASHA mimics B-cells
in the immune system with scripts on monitor nodes that follow the status of the sensor nodes in
the system [16]. The monitor nodes can find failure by examining the statistical properties of the
sensor readings. This system can adapt to the changes in the network caused by sensor failure via
monitor nodes notifying sensors of incorrect readings, allowing them to request retraining. This
combination of different node types interacting enables the system to find and react to failures [16].
Hardware can also be developed through biological-inspiration, although it is less common. In
[88], regeneration, repair, and death are combined to create an artificial organism as the first step
toward hardware with the ability to remove surrounding agents that may be faulty. The cells in the
system are organized in a grid. One form of repair involves disabling all cells in the column of
the faulty cell after transferring their functions to the cells in the column to their right, essentially
using death to repair the organism. The other form of repair is internal, used to combat failure of
the artificial molecules that control cellular actions. This repair is accomplished by removing the
faulty molecule and then rearranging the remaining ones until a spare is reached, ending with the
same number of molecules as was used before the failure [88].
Machine learning techniques have also been developed based on swarm intelligence [66]. In
this case, data is clustered and sorted in an emergent behavior fashion that relates to the interactions
of ants and flocks of birds. However, this work is not yet viable within machine learning but is
primarily interesting for the novelty of the biological inspiration [66].
I approach biologically-inspired computing from the software perspective. In this dissertation
I discuss two different biological inspirations: a cancer inspired multi-agent system fault tolerance
communication protocol, and computational emotions for real-time strategic game artificial intelli-
gence.
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(a) Trends in Cancer Deaths (b) Cancer Incidence Rates
(c) US Death Rate Changes (d) US Mortality by Disease
Figure 1.2. American Cancer Society 2010 cancer statistics figures on the state of cancer as a dis-
ease in the US [http://www.cancer.org/Research/CancerFactsFigures/CancerFactsFigures/cancer-
facts-and-figures-2010]. Sources for each set of data is listed at the bottom of hte figure.
1.3 My Interdisciplinary Domains
1.3.1 Cellular Biology: Cancer
Cancer incidence is expected to rise worldwide from 12 million new people affected annually
in the year 2000 to an anticipated 20 million in the year 2030, highlighting the urgent need to
identify highly effective preventative and therapeutic interventions. Not only are more people being
diagnosed each year (even when adjusted to a standard population size), but there are also more
total deaths from cancer. These statistics from the American Cancer Society can be seen in Figure
1.2. Additionally, there is less progress being made overall in fighting cancer, despite the amount of
press that the disease has (Figure 1.2(c)). The only disease that is currently more deadly than cancer
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is heart disease; but in five years cancer is expected to be top of the list for the first time (Figure
1.2(d)).
The overall goal of cancer research is to either eradicate the disease or make it no longer deadly.
This goal is broken into many smaller high-level goals such as understanding how cancer cells are
formed, how a single cancer cell develops into a tumor, what regulates the growth of cancer cells,
how different types of cancer differ, how to better test for cancer in a patient, and how to remove
cancer once it is discovered. The fields of Computational Biology and Systems Biology work to-
ward a better understanding of the mechanisms behind this disease in a way that standard biological
techniques cannot yet achieve. With the use of computational and mathematical models we can
examine how biological systems work in combination, as well as create new testable hypotheses
[154]. These models must be based on biological knowledge and data and validated before their
results can be used to direct biological research. Although there is great promise from computa-
tional and mathematical techniques for cancer research, the cancer biology community is still in the
process of learning to accept the potential of these models to contribute to the field [153].
To understand how to model cancer it is first necessary to have a better understanding of the
disease itself. Cancer is essentially a disease in which certain cells no longer follow the originally
defined genetic rules. There are a number of aspects to biological cells that are important for sustain-
ing a cellular system such as a tissue. Cells are not only controlling their own behavior, but through
inter-cellular communication they are also controlling the behaviors of their neighbors. Addition-
ally, there are many larger aspects within the body that affect the cells, such as nutrient diffusion.
Hanahan and Weinberg defined a set of six properties that represent the failures needed within a cell
for it to become cancerous [65]. All of these modifications to the cell and tissue are necessary for a
metastatic tumor cluster to form (Figure 1.3.1).
However, the order in which these failures occur is also important for a cell to become cancerous.
These failures occur via mutations to the cell’s DNA, which can occur due to a variety of causes
including during proliferation, i.e. the creation of a daughter cell. Thus, the ability to repair genetic
mutations and the ability to undergo apoptosis if that repair fails must be some of the first mutations
to occur for a cell to become cancerous. Afterward, the cell must become mutated in the tumor
suppressor genes (p53), as otherwise the detrimental effects of increased growth will not occur.
Next, the cell may be mutated in the ability to proliferate such that its proliferation is increased.
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Figure 1.3. copyright Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000 [65]. This figure depicts the main mechanisms
that need to be in place for a cell to become a cancer cell. Many models are based on this definition
and abstraction.
This may include multiple mutations as the rate of proliferation is controlled in multiple ways.
Mutations in a different order will not create a cancer cell, but instead will create a cell that will
undergo either repair or apoptosis (self-death) to maintain the system [117, 51, 85]. An overview of
the genetics of cancer progression is provided by Michor [96].
With these mutations the cell has accomplished four of Hanahan and Weinberg’s requirements.
Additionally, for a tumor to grow large enough to be problematic it must be able to induce angio-
genesis, or the creation of new blood vessels. These new blood vessels will bring new nutrients
to the cancer cells, allowing the tumor cluster to grow larger. Eventually these vessels may allow
the tumor cells to travel to other parts of the body to create new tumors elsewhere. This process is
known as metastasis, and is what makes many cancers both dangerous and difficult to remove.
1.3.2 Cognition: Emotion
Emotions are one of the many aspects of the human psyche that are still in the process of being
understood. Emotions are studied both in psychology, as well as computationally. The goals in
emotion research vary between locating the part of the brain responsible for emotions, determining
how emotions affect us, and creating computational representations of emotions.
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Rolls views emotions as states that are elicited by rewards and punishments, and that any reward
or punishment will elicit an emotion [124]. Similarly, he theorizes that emotions can be caused
not only by external stimuli, but also from recalling emotional events. These emotions also perfom
functional roles when they occur: eliciting autonomic or endocrine responses such as increased heart
beat or adrenaline, motivation, communication, social bonding, episodic memory (strong emotions
will increase storage, but may not guarantee accuracy), and memory recall [124].
There is much debate on exactly what constitutes an emotion and how that is different from a
mood [124]. There is also discussion on what constitutes a basic emotion (innate) versus a complex
emotion. Many lists of the basic emotions exist, varying from the three emotions of pleasure,
pain, and desire from Spinoza [143, 35] to the original six basic universal emotions from Ekman
of happiness, sadness, fear, anger, surprise, and disgust, and then to Ekman’s more recent list of
seventeen basic emotions [45].
Even after we agree on the definition of basic or complex emotions, we must then determine how
to classify them. Russell suggested that all emotions have both valence (positive versus negative)
and arousal (degree of intensity) [127]. Additionally, Plutchik states that the basic and complex
emotions can be visualized on a three dimensional cone, where emotions are organized by intensity
and similarity in eight dimensions [118]. His basic emotions form the middle level of intesity, with
one set of complex emotions being more intense, and another set being less intense.
In the last few years it has been suggested that emotions constitute an important part of adaptive
decision making systems, contradicting the older view that emotions typically interfere with deci-
sion making [36, 132]. Case studies reported that people who suffered injury to or loss of areas of
the brain related to emotion also experienced impaired decision making [13]. It thus seems likely
that emotions are a key factor in human interactions and decisions.
1.3.3 Population Dynamics
Population Dynamics is interdisciplinary by definition, as it is a mathematical field used to study
the development of both a single as well as multiple interacting species. The techniques have been
applied in various biological fields, most notably in ecology, epidemiology, and cellular biology. In
ecology, models are used to show the change in plant and animal populations, such as which trees
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will survive in a forest over many hundreds of years, or what ratio of species is sustainable. Many
techniques in population dynamics originate from studying ecological systems.
Epidemiology models are used to describe the spread of diseases. Although there are specific
epidemiological models such as SIR, the techniques used in ecology can be similarly applied in epi-
demiology. Likewise, when studying how cancer cells may grow in a system, population dynamic
approaches can be utilized to determine how quickly cells grow and how they may interact with
cells within their neighborhood. Although these application fields consider different populations,
many techniques can be shared among them for modeling the interaction and development of the
populations.
1.4 My Contributions
This dissertation examines both modeling specific problems within the interdisciplinary do-
mains, and developing computational tools that can be further applied to other problems within the
same domain. For each domain I examine how local communication can play a role in either the
biological system or the computational system developed to examine the biological one. In this
section I discuss five claims specific to individual domains, and one claim that is general across all
domains, which will be supported by this dissertation.
1.4.1 Mathematical Population Dynamics Model of Cancer
I have already described how cancer is a complex problem studied on many scales. One way to
study cancer is to examine the healthy and tumor cells as competing populations. In this case there
are multiple resources being competed for, primarily nutrition and space. These two resources are
inherently intertwined, as too many cells in an area will both provide too little space and too few nu-
trients to neighboring cells. I thus propose modeling the growth of cancer as a population dynamics
mathematical model to determine how simple rules may be able to capture the fundamental aspects
of cancer growth.
Claim 1 Varying spatial regulations within a cellular system leads to significantly different
number of predicted cells in a model of cancer cell growth.
The necessity of including spatial requirements among entities such as with the growth of trees or
the spread of disease through a population, as well as how to adequately represent space, has been a
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topic of debate in population dynamics modeling [83, 75]. Some scientists believe that providing the
exact coordinates of the involved entities is crucial for accurate results, whereas others have argued
that an approximation of space, such as global density, is sufficient. Although spatial requirements
have not been traditionally examined as a mechanism affecting the competition between healthy
and cancer cells in a tissue, I believe it may play a crucial role. I therefore analyze how spatial
availability affects the growth of cancer cells in an ODE system in which I also consider the growth
of healthy cells [108].
1.4.2 Agent-based Computational Cancer Model
Agent-based models are ideal for modeling cancer at the cellular level because they can provide
a spatial environment, a specific neighborhood, and cell centric controls. I develop an agent-based
cancer model that includes both healthy and tumor cells. Only recently have researchers begun an-
alyzing models in which healthy and cancer cells interact with each other explicitly. Often, healthy
cells are either ignored or factored in implicitly. However, modeling those cells in addition to can-
cer cells creates a more robust and accurate picture of the factors affecting tumor growth. Cells are
able to move within their three-dimensional environment, proliferate, and undergo apoptosis. Cells
make decisions based on probabilities and their environment, including whether they have enough
nutrients. This model is validated by comparison to published results.
Claim 2 Intercellular messaging among cells based on neighbor death and spatial impinge-
ment can be used to encourage death of surrounding cells such that primarily can-
cer cells are killed and healthy tissue cells survive.
I use this model to then test if inter-cellular communication of “death” signals that induce apoptosis
will allow the tissue to fight back against the tumor cells. These signals are based on signals that
have been found in biological experiments. I test how and when this type of signal may be used
successfully against cancer cells, and suggest that they be further studied by biologists to complete
the cycle of collaboration. If these signals work as predicted by the model, then there is the potential
for them to eventually be used in therapy against cancer [109].
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1.4.3 Cancer-inspired Multi-Agent Fault Tolerance
I investigate fault tolerance for a system of cooperating agents. For a multi-agent system to
function continuously it must adapt on-line to failures. There are essentially three different ways
in which a system can fail: unreliable infrastructure, non-compliant agents, and emergent dysfunc-
tions. Although each of these types of failures may cause different problems for the system, in each
case the same high level process needs to be followed to deal with the problem: need to acknowl-
edge and diagnose the problem, and then fix the problem. I will focus on the approaches to fixing
the problem.
Overall there are two main approaches for fixing these three types of problems in multi-agent
systems: Survivalist and Citizen. The survivalist approach requires each agent to be capable of
dealing with all problems as an individual following a prepared set of actions for each specific
problem [90]. For instance, a set of replicas could be maintained and then deployed once a fault is
detected. However, this approach requires the designer to be able to anticipate all types of faults
within the system and cannot easily deal with agent death. The citizen approach is the other extreme,
as it utilizes an external system that is alerted when an agent dies and then reallocates tasks so that
the overall system continues to function correctly [80]. Thus, the Citizen approach can very easily
deal with agent death. However, there is now an additional system that must be maintained, creating
another point of failure.
My approach is a combination of these two techniques as a Citizen Group approach. It differs
from the survivalist approach as it does not require all agents to deal with failures individually.
Unlike the citizen approach that requires special monitor nodes to diagnose failures, my system has
each agent monitor its neighbors to detect and eliminate anomalies. This citizen group approach
is accomplished by defining a cancer-inspired mechanism for multi-agent systems that improves
robustness by enabling agents to combat anonymous malfunctioning agents.
Claim 3 The intercellular messaging investigated for cancer removal can improve multi-
agent system fault tolerance by allowing agents to use only local information and
collaboration to remove faulty agents.
The cancer model shows how local communication can be utilized to remove cancer cells with-
out necessarily knowing which cells were cancerous. However, based on the fact that cancer cells
grow in a cluster this mechanism removes all cancer agents by only detecting the irregularities of a
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few of them. Seeing that this mechanism works well to remove cancer, I apply the same techniques
to the problem of multi-agent fault tolerance. In this case, I examine agents instead of cells, and
determine how to remove malfunctioning agents instead of removing cancer cells [110, 107].
1.4.4 Utilizing Emotions for Population Dynamics Modeling in Cellular Automata
I introduce intra-species disease transmission and emotion-inspired rules for our predator and
prey (foxes and rabbits). Real populations in nature are subject to epidemic diseases, a number of
which can cross species. Such diseases have significant effects at the level of individual behavior
and population dynamics. Evidence suggests that a primary contributor to the evolution of the
emotion disgust is protection from the risk of disease [34]. I explore the relationship between disease
transmission and emotional response. For collective behavior to arise information is shared between
conspecifics and individual decisions are made on that information. The information shared is in
the form of emotions, and both rabbits and foxes make decisions with their emotions and the shared
emotions taken into account. Emotions are affected by environmental events, and thus represent a
high level of information about the environment. The development of emotions in higher animals
has been conjectured to originate for purposes of survival in basic scenarios such as predator-prey
[15, 87], and thus emotionally-inspired rules are a natural extension to the traditional CA framework.
Although they have been suggested previously for CA [3], I am unaware of any work utilizing
emotions in the context of predator-prey dynamics modeled within a CA framework.
Claim 4 Computational emotions provide a framework for modeling predator-prey dynam-
ics that will provide different modeling behavior than a traditional cellular au-
tomata model.
Thus, I choose to include the six fundamental emotions as defined by Ekman [45] to our rabbits
and foxes, namely happiness, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, and surprise. Emotions occur in re-
sponse to specific world events, such as the happiness of food consumption and the fear of predator
encroachment. Additionally, I enable conspecific communication of emotions to aid in coordination
and cooperation. In other words, the emotional state of a member of a species will be communicated
to a member of the same species within a restricted surrounding, and affect their emotional state.
I analyze two approaches to communication: a direct communication where information does not
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linger past one step in time, and a slowly decaying trail similar to ant pheromones. In both cases
entities only utilize local information.
I consider this approach to emotional communication as an efficient way of transferring infor-
mation that is crucial for the survival of the group. Our analysis shows that emotions improve the
population sizes for both predator and prey. I show that it is in the best interest of both rabbits and
foxes to use emotion if they do not know if the other species will use emotion, and that the choice
of decay function changes the behavior of the populations [105, 106].
1.4.5 Computational Model of Emotions for Real-time Game Artificial Intelligence
Real-Time Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been investigated for over a decade [100]. A system is
considered to be a Real-time AI system if it is able to make decisions within a guaranteed response
time and thus meet domain deadlines. These systems face many challenges, including working with
partial information, choosing the most crucial action if there are multiple scenarios to react to, and
working continuously for an extended period of time without failure. These systems are usually
created as expert systems, as they are used for a specific domain.
Real-Time Strategy (RTS) is an offshoot of general purpose real-time AI. RTS refers specifically
to systems where the primary purpose is to create strategy, usually in a competitive atmosphere.
Although they may at first seem unrelated, emotions can play a large part in strategy especially
when time is limited. Emotions are believed to improve our response time, increase our memory
capacity, and provide quick communication [124]. We are able to notice things that we fear quicker
than things we enjoy or are indifferent about, showing fear to be crucial to our response time.
Emotions help us convey our experience to another person; for instance, they will realize danger
quicker from noticing our fear than by hearing our explanation.
Claim 5 Computational emotions can be used to improve the performance of a computer
player in a real-time strategy game.
I propose including emotion with RTS algorithms to enhance our strategy. Our system utilizes
a current RTS gaming engine called Globulation that includes computer controlled agents. The
computer tells these agents where to move, what to do, and when to create more of them; the
same actions controlled by a human player. I provide computational emotions for these agents, and
determine how those emotions affect the game play. One of our main contributions is the creation
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of an Emotion Map that enables units to communicate their emotions in a way similar to Stigmergy.
This Emotion Map saves the emotion of units and diffuses it for a period of time, enabling other
units to feel the emotion of their peers. Thus, there is an indirect communication between a single
player’s agents. If the emotions are designed to be reactive to the environment, this map would
enable agents to lay a trail for moving to or from specific types of areas without the need for either
detailed or direct communication [104].
1.4.6 Communication Techniques
Claim 6 Stigmergic communication can be utilized to improve collaboration in both model-
ing interdisciplinary problems and when designing computational systems.
In each of the above contributions I examine how different forms of communication based on stig-
mergy can increase collaboration between entities. In the agent-based model of cancer I develop
two diffused message systems: one for signals that are constantly sent by cells, and another for sig-
nals that are only sent by cells when a specific event occurs. This latter type of communication can
be seen in Figure 1.4(a). Although the messages are diffused over time within a specific radius, they
do not linger past the time in which they are sent. Thus, only the cell currently in that location when
the message is diffused there will receive the message. I examine how variations in the diffusion
radius, signal strength, and interpretation of the second type of signals modifies cellular behavior.
Both of these signals are then applied to multi-agent fault tolerance.
Two other variations on communication are compared for sharing emotions to improve predator-
prey cellular automata modeling: direct communication that is constantly sent to neighbors within
a radius of one (Figure 1.4(c)), and a temporally decaying trail mimicking ant pheromones (Figure
1.4(d)). Direct communication is accomplished by each entity sharing their emotion on their own
location. Each entity at the beginning of each time step uses the information in their neighboring
squares to affect their own emotion as well as their movement. The shared emotion then disappears
before the next time step. The decaying trail is created by each entity sharing their emotion at their
location without it immediately disappearing, but decaying over time. This communication is closer
to stigmergic communication. I examine how this variation in communication paradigm affects the
population size of each species within the system.
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(a) Communication to all within a radius over 2 time steps (b) Immediate diffusion
(c) No diffusion (d) Ant-like trail over 2 time steps
Figure 1.4. Variation on stigmergic communication. An ’X’ represents the communicating entity,
and a circle represents some of the locations in which neighboring entities will receive the commu-
nication. A dark background is a strong message and a light background is a weak message; white
represents no shared message. The agent-based cancer model and the multi-agent fault tolerance
message passing protocol both use the communication in (a), where messages are sent to the nearest
neighborhood first and then a weaker message follows to the further neighborhood. Emotions for
real-time strategic games are communicated with an immediate diffusion at every time step as seen
in (b). The predator-prey model uses two different versions of communication. In (c) it does not
diffuse, but instead entities at each time step check the emotions their immediate neighbors had the
previous time step. In (d) the map remembers the emotion from the previous time step, although it
is not diffused further from the cell where it originates.
Finally, I develop a hybrid of these communication techniques for sharing emotions in a strategic
real-time strategy game. This last version of communication is constantly sent and temporally
decaying, but immediately travels further than a radius of one (Figure 1.4(b)). It is thus similar to
the cancer communication in that it has diffusion in all directions, but different in that each radius
lingers and decays like the ant-like trail in the predator prey system, and in that the diffusion occurs
immediately. It is also similar to both predator-prey communication paradigms as it is constantly
sent, as opposed to relying on a specific event as in the cancer communication.
By investigating these four different approaches to communication for emergent behavior, I
show how this type of communication can be utilized for a variety of goals. Additionally, I analyze
each individual type of communication in its relevant chapter to determine the best parameters
and how well it works for the designated task. This dissertation shows that communication based
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on stigmergy can provide a simple yet effective way to increase collaboration among a variety of
entities in a variety of systems.
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CHAPTER 2
MAIA: MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF CANCER THROUGH POPULATION
DYNAMICS
2.1 Introduction
The necessity of including spatial consideration among entities, such as with the growth of trees,
as well as how to adequately represent space has been a topic of debate in population dynamics
modeling. Differential (ODE) and partial differential (PDE) equations have been utilized with both
single and multiple populations, including for studying cancer cell growth. Differential equations
generally either describe space globally or ignore it altogether, and can sometimes be analyzed and
solved. Partial differential equations provide the most specific spatial information, but these models
are often difficult or impossible to analyze without simulating the equations.
In this chapter we analyze the use of spatial requirements in studying the population dynamics
of cancer cells and healthy tissue cells. The sets of healthy and tumor cells can be considered as two
competing populations. They are cooperative within their own population set, in the sense that they
are working toward the similar goal of having enough cells to fully populate the system. The cancer
cells will be assumed to have some advantages over the normal cells, including a small probability
that normal cells will mutate to cancer cells. Typically, models of competing populations assume
globally bounded resources that limit the total number of units in the populations. We utilize the
probabilities of creation and destruction of the cells to study local dynamics via approximation. Our
two populations are not assumed to have identical spatial interpretations, and we also do not assume
a specific dimensionality.
We develop four sets of ODEs that represent four different scenarios of spatial use by cancer and
normal cells. Since ODEs are not always solvable, we use dynamical analysis to characterize the
cell interactions for these scenarios. We evaluate how different views of space affect the growth of
both types of cells, and in what situations cancer cells are most able to become the majority of cells
in the system. Our results show that local considerations such as spatial requirements are crucial in
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the study of evolutionary dynamics in cancer systems, and must be clearly postulated. Cancer cell
ignorance of spatial requirements may be a crucial factor in cancer development. Although similar
analysis has been done on cancer systems, we improve on those results by further analyzing the
effect of spatial interactions on cancer and tissue growth.
Through the application of dynamical analysis to cancer cell interactions with normally func-
tioning cells, we show that growth can be characterized by three fixed points and the final type of
cell in the majority can be predicted. Although differential equation models of cancer exist, our
model modifies the logistic equation to include varying types of spatial constraints based on both
types of entities in the system, adding a dynamic between cell types that is usually ignored.
2.2 Related Work
The logistic equation is a classic tool in evolutionary dynamics for examining the growth of
multiple different entities in a system [103]. This is not the first time an evolutionary dynamics
approach has been applied to cancer growth [92, 103]. However, we expand on that work by mod-
ifying the logistic equation to include varying types of spatial requirements based on both types of
entities in the system.
Hanahan and Weinberg put forth a number of ideas for the future of cancer research, such that
research should be based on the set of “rules that govern the transformation of normal human cells
into malignant cancers” [65]. These rules include proliferation, differentiation, and death. We
propose an additional rule that is physical instead of biological: sensitivity to space requirements.
Our dynamical system demonstrates the usefulness of this type of rule.
There are a number of ordinary differential equation (ODE) representations of cancer systems.
Khain et al. utilizes diffusion coefficients in differential equations to represent nutrients in the
system [78] and determine the dynamics of cancer cell growth in malignant brain cancer. These
equations only examine cancer cells to determine the shape and speed of growth given different
nutrient parameters. Sachs et al. surveys current ODE techniques for analyzing cancer cell growth
[130]. We do not know of any ODE approaches that have cancer cells and healthy cells aware of
each other, either spatially or otherwise.
Partial differential equations (PDEs) are also used to model cellular adhesion and density [57],
nutrient location and dispersion [24], and the mutation to specific tumor suppressor genes [46].
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Since PDEs of cancer growth often do not give as much extra information as one would like and
become much harder to solve, we have chosen an ODE approach. Current PDE models focus on
nutrients guiding tumor growth. However, as conjectured by Bru et al., tumor growth may be guided
instead by space, and thus a spatial battle between the tumor cells and original cells occur [19]. For
our model we implicitly take nutrition and growth hormones into account via probabilities, with the
main focus on the interactions between tumor and normal cells as they vie for space.
In this chapter I will first discuss the series of equations in the ODE model of cancer growth.
Then I will analyze these equations, discuss the results, and then conclude.
2.3 Model
Our model has two species: healthy tissue cells and cancer cells. Each cell type is modeled
by the total number that exist over any given period of time. The number of cells increases by the
addition of new cells to the system via replication; thus, new cells can only be added if at least one
other cell of that type already exists. Cells can also be removed, and healthy cells can be converted
to cancer cells. However, cancer cells cannot be mutated to healthy cells. All mutations are based
on probability.
The resulting fluctuation of cancerous (PopC) and normal (PopN) cells over time is described by
sets of differential equations on the number of PopC cellsC, and the number of PopN cellsN . These
equations are based on probabilities: ρN , the normal cell proliferation probability; ρC , the cancerous
cell proliferation probability; δN , the normal cell death probability; δC , the cancerous cell death
probability; µ, the probability of mutation from normal cell to cancerous cell. The probabilities
controlling our cell actions correspond to cellular functions and Hanahan and Weinberg’s rules.
Although we do not explicitly model the gene interactions that cause mutation, proliferation,
etc, these probabilities can capture the essence of those interactions. For instance, µ represents
the probability that at any given point in time a cell will have acquired all necessary mutations to
become a cancer cell. We do not include mutations returning a cancer cell to normal. Since we
only model the genes implicitly we do not lose generality in the sense that we are not committed to
any one theory of exactly how many genes are necessary. This further increases the possibilities of
applying our method to multiple cancer types.
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Defining growth of normal cells by the logistic equation would give us dNdt = ρNN ∗ (1− NZ ), if
Z represents the carrying capacity of our species N (i.e., maximum number of normal cells allowed
in the system). The classic logistic equation does not use a rate of death, but instead modifies the
proliferation rate based on how close the population is to the carrying capacity. Growth is initially
exponential, but slows as the population reaches Z. We modify this equation by adding two explicit
ways cells are removed from the population: death and mutation. We also modify the use of a
carrying capacity to represent spatial requirements that may differ between our two populations.
We define four differential equations that represent four different spatial requirement situations
(Table 2.1). The base pair of equation (Σ1) has no spatial constraint, meaning that both PopN and
PopC cells consider the world to allow endless development. At each period of time, the number
of cells in the system increases based on the proliferation rate minus the death and mutation rates.
There is no carrying capacity, or system maximum, to stop growth. Σ1 thus adds death and mutation
to the original logistic equation, but removes any consideration by cells of carrying capacity. This
exponential growth model (Σ1) acts as a base to compare to the other three equations.
To re-include the carrying capacity, we constrain the proliferation and death probabilities by
the available space. A sensitive proliferation rate means that as the number of cells increases the
proliferation ratio decreases; once the maximum count of cells exists the proliferation rate becomes
zero. The spatial constraint on the death rate works in the reverse, with death rate increasing as the
number of cells decreases. The spatial constraint is based on the ratio 0 ≤ Γ ≤ 1 of the used space
(Equation 2.1). If each PopN cell needs 1 unit of space, then a maximum of Z PopN cells can exist
in the system with no PopC cells. We can allow PopC cells to require more or less space than PopN
cells with a variable k, where each PopC cell uses k spaces as defined by PopN cells. If k = 1
both cell types require an identical amount of space, and if k < 1 (k > 1) then each PopC cell
uses less (more) space than a PopC cell. Thus, we can represent the interactions between PopN and
PopC cells in an environment of a defined size whether or not the two cell populations view space
identically. The proliferation is multiplied by (1 − Γ) so that when there is no available space the
replication rate is 0. The death rate is multiplied by Γ so a lack of available space maximizes the
death rate (δN or δC).
Γ =
N + Ck
Z
(2.1)
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Σ1 dN/dt = (ρN − δN − µ)N
dC/dt = (ρC − δC)C + µN
Σ2 dN/dt = (ρN (1− Γ)− δN − µ)N
dC/dt = (ρC(1− Γ)− δC)C + µN
Σ3 dN/dt = (ρN (1− Γ)− δNΓ− µ)N
dC/dt = (ρC − δC)C + µN
Σ4 dN/dt = (ρN (1− Γ)− δNΓ− µ)N
dC/dt = (ρC(1− Γ)− δCΓ)C + µN
Table 2.1. The four equations representing different models of global spatial requirements.
The spatial considerations are based on the total number of cells instead of a cell’s own type
only, and both proliferation and removal can be affected. In Σ2 both PopN and PopC cells change
proliferation based on the amount of space available. In Σ3 PopN cells also change death rate and
PopC cells are blind to available space; in Σ4 both types of cells are sensitive to change in both their
proliferation and death rates. By analyzing these sets of equations we can determine the importance
of space constraints on the final ratio of PopN and PopC cells.
2.4 Dynamical Analysis
We analyze these four equations to determine
1. Minimum Death Value: the minimum δC values that will lead to a normal cells majority
versus a cancer cell majority, representing how difficult it is in each scenario to limit cancer
cell growth.
2. Prediction Equations: when a specific number of PopN and PopC cells is likely or im-
possible to happen, how the variable k affects the system dynamics, and how the situations
represented by Σ1 − Σ4 affect cell survivability.
In the first case we will simulate the equations in Mathematica, and in the second case we will
solve a generalized version of the equations and utilize nonlinear dynamics analysis via fixed points.
2.4.1 Minimum Death Value
By simulating each set of differential equations Σ1 − Σ4, we can find relative parameter values
that lead to a specific cell type as the majority over time (see Table 2.2). It is often useful to know the
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(a) Σ3: δC = 0.09 (b) Σ3: δC = ρC + µ = 0.1
(c) Σ4: δC = 0.001 (d) Σ4: δC = ρCρN ∗ (1 +
µ
0.05
) = 0.01
Figure 2.1. Demonstration with Σ3 and Σ4 for ρN = 0.01, ρC = 0.1, µ = 0.00000001, δN =
0.001, Z = 1000. Solid lines represent the number of PopN cells, dashed lines represent the
number of PopC cells. Changes in slope represent proliferation and death changes based on Γ. Each
equation set ends in an equilibrium with PopN as the majority only when δC meets the minimum
requirements for the equation set. For Σ3: (a) δC is too low, giving a PopC majority (b) δC is high
enough to give a PopN majority. For Σ4: (c) δC is too low, giving a PopC majority (d) δC is high
enough to give a PopN majority. Note that for Σ4 PopC cells are constrained to the size of the
system, whereas in Σ3 they can increase infinitely.
type of cell that will eventually become the majority given no intervention, with majority defined
as greater than 50% of the total system population. Understanding the role of spatial limitations
on cellular growth will influence our interpretation of cellular situations and modeling decisions.
Examples of the changes of cells over time can be seen in Figure 2.1. This figure shows Σ3 and Σ4
when δC is defined for a PopN majority, as well as for a PopC majority.
The four equation sets were simulated for ρN < ρC , as that is the hardest case to determine if
the PopN cells will dominate. For ρN > ρC the main determinant is whether or not δN + µ > δC ,
as will be seen with Σ1. Each system of equations is simulated on 10 values for δN , three values
of ρN , and all valid values of ρC for each ρN in increments of 0.1. For each set of simulations, the
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PopN Majority PopC Majority
Σ1 ρN > δN + µ ρN ≤ δN + µ
µ = 0 δC < ρC
δC ≥ ρC
Σ2 δC ≥ ρCρN (δN + µ) + µ δC <
ρC
ρN
(δN + µ) + µ
Σ3 δC ≥ ρC + µ δC < ρC + µ
Σ4 δC ≥ ρCρN δN (1 +
µ
0.05) δC <
ρC
ρN
δN (1 +
µ
0.05)
Table 2.2. Approximation of minimal removal values for all equations based on results from simu-
lation of the ODEs.
minimum δC value was determined to three decimal places for each δN such that PopN cells end as
the majority.
Given the simulation data we can fit a curve to produce a set of equations that approximate
the minimum death value needed to provide either a healthy or cancer cell majority. The results
shown in Table. 2.2 were determined by approximating these simulation curves in Mathematica.
All equations fit the results with R2 values of at least 0.99, with a value of 1 denoting a perfect
prediction.
2.4.2 Prediction Equations
Now that we have a basic understanding for how the equations relate, we analyze their fixed
points. A fixed point is a value of N and C that affects the equation dynamics. This analysis will
show when a specific number of PopN and PopC cells is likely or impossible to happen, how the
variable k affects the system dynamics, and how the situations represented by Σ1 − Σ4 affect cell
survivability.
dN/dt = N(A1N +B1C +D1)
dC/dt = M(A2C +B2C +D2) + µN (2.2)
After generalizing the equations to the nonlinear forms in Equation 2.2, we locate the fixed
points. This general form allows us to analyze only one set of equations and then apply the results to
all of our original four sets of equations based on the definitions of the parameters in the equations in
Equation 2.2 in terms of each original equation set. There are three fixed points for these equations
that were found by setting the generalized equations to 0, as seen in Table 2.3.
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fx1 fx2 fx3
N 0 0 − 1A1 (B1C +D1)
C 0 −D2B2
µD1
A1D2−A2D1−µB1
λ1 D1 D1 − B1D2B2 see text
λ2 D2 −D2 see text
Table 2.3. Fixed Points and their eigenvalues for the general form of the equations.
The real parts of the eigenvalues (λ1, λ2) related to each fixed point are analyzed to determine
when the fixed point becomes an attractor (λ1, λ2 < 0), repeller (λ1, λ2 > 0), or neutral (λ1, λ2 =
0). A fixed point can also become a saddle point when one eigenvalue is negative and the other is
positive. When a fixed point is acting as an attractor, if the system enters a nearby state it will move
toward the fixed point. When it is instead a repeller, the opposite effect will occur. We classify a
fixed point as neutral in situations where it will neither attract nor repel the values from neighboring
states; it essentially is as if it does not exist. A saddle point will both attract and repel.
All fixed points can act as attractors, repellers, neutral, or saddle points, but for any set of
equation parameters they will each be only one of the four. The fixed points we find for our general
equations can be redefined for each of our initial equations in terms of our initial parameters ρC ,
ρN , δC , δN , µ as seen in Table 2.4 and 2.5.
The phase planes of these fixed points (Figure 2.2) demonstrate growth patterns for each Σ. A
point on the phase plane shows the total number of PopC cells (x-axis) and the total number of
PopN cells (y-axis). The larger dots represent the fixed points from Table 2.3 that are not neutral or
negative for those parameter values. To determine the changes that will occur for the two popula-
tions, choose a starting point (number of each cell type) and follow the arrows. The total will either
end at an axis, going off the chart, or at a fixed point. Different starting points can potentially lead
to different ending points for the same parameter set. For instance, only the fixed point fx1 is valid
for Σ1. For Σ2 any of the three fixed points may appear for any given parameter set, and Figure 2.2
shows only fx1 and fx2 as active. Since fx2 is not valid for Σ3, Figure 2.2(c) only has two fixed
points corresponding to fx1 and fx3. However, all three fixed points are possible for Σ4, and are
all shown in the phase plane.
Analysis by each Σ
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(a) Σ1, repeller (b) Σ2, saddle point, attractor
(c) Σ3, saddle point, attractor (d) Σ4, saddle point, repeller, attractor
Figure 2.2. Phase planes for the four equations and different parameter values, with red circles
representing fixed points. (a) ρN = 0.1, ρC = 0.1, δN = 0.01, δC = 0.01, µ = 0.001 (b)
ρN = 0.1, ρC = 0.1, δN = 0.1, δC = 0.01, µ = 0.01 (c) ρN = 0.1, ρC = 0.1, δN = 0.01,
δC = 0.11, µ = 0.01 (d) ρN = 0.3, ρC = 0.3, δN = 0.001, δC = 0.01, µ = 0.001
Σ1 is the most simplistic, as only fx1 applies. It thus only has two options: exponential growth,
or complete removal of all cells of all types. All cells die if the PopN removal and conversion rates
sum to more than the replication rate, and the PopC removal rate is higher than the PopC replication
rate. The opposite relationships will cause all cells to grow to infinity. This can be seen in the first
row of Table 2.4.
When only the replication rates are affected by space (Σ2) it is also true that all cells die if the
PopN removal and conversion rates sum to more than the replication rate, and the PopC removal
rate is higher than the PopC replication rate (second row, Table 2.4). However, the cells will not
necessarily grow to infinity due to the opposing relations. Instead, one of the other fixed points
may become relevant. PopN cells may die out with PopC retaining the number of available spaces
based on the ratio of removal to replication rate (fx2). This fixed point is only an attractor when
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Attractor Repeller Neutral
Σ1 ρN < δN + µ ρN > δN + µ ρN = δN + µ
ρC < δC ρC > δC ρC = δC
Σ2 ρN < δN + µ ρN > δN + µ ρN = δN + µ
ρC < δC ρC > δC ρC = δC
Σ3 ρN < µ ρN > µ ρN = µ
ρC < δC ρC > δC ρC = δC
Σ4 NONE ρN > µ ρN = µ
ρC > 0 ρC = 0
Table 2.4. Fixed Point fx1 (C = 0,M = 0) for each equation type, written in our original variables
Σ2 Σ4
−D2
B2
δC
ρC
kZ − 1 ρCkZρC+δC
Attractor δCρC <
µ+δN
ρN
ρC(ρN+δN )
ρC+δC
> ρN − µ
δC < ρC −ρC < 0
Repeller δCρC >
µ+δN
ρN
NONE
δC > ρC
Neutral ρN = µ+ δN ρN − µ = 0
δC = ρC ρC = 0, δC > 0
Table 2.5. Fixed Point fx2 for each equation type, written in our original variables. This fixed point
is only valid for these two cases.
the removal to replication ratio for PopC cells is less than the removal and conversion to replication
ratio for PopN cells (first column, Table 2.5). It is harder to quantify when fx3 will occur, but a few
examples are in Table 2.6.
The Σ3 model is only affected by fx1 and fx3. All cells will die if the PopN replication rate is
less than the conversion rate, and the PopC replication rate is less than the PopC removal rate (third
row, Table 2.4). Since only the PopN cells are affected by space constraints, it is possible for the
PopC cells to grow to infinity while the PopN cells die out. This is one way to reason about why
fx2 is not relevant for Σ3.
The most complicated of the models, Σ4, is affected by all three fixed points. The fixed point
fx1 cannot attract in this case, however it does repel both cell types when the PopN replication rate
is more than the conversion rate, and the PopC replication rate is greater than zero (fourth row, Table
2.4). Unlike the other equation sets, neither removal rate is relevant. The second fixed point fx2
cannot repel (second column, Table 2.5).
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Analysis By Each Fixed Point
We also analyze the fixed points individually. The trivial fixed point fx1 (Table 2.4) represents
the removal of all cells in the system. For PopN cells modeled by Σ1 or Σ2, if they do not replicate
faster than they convert and die, fx1 is an attractor (all cells die); if they replicate faster, then fx1
is a repeller (cannot remove all cells from the system); and if they replicate at the same speed, fx1
is neutral. The same is true for PopC cells except that they compare replication with removal rate
only. If only PopN cells have space constraints (Σ3), the PopN removal rate is no longer relevant.
This is also true for Σ4, except that the fixed point cannot be an attractor.
The fixed point fx2 is only valid for Σ2 and Σ4 (Table 2.5). For Σ2 the eigenvalues relate
the ratio of PopC cell removal to PopC cell replication, and the ratio of PopN cell removal (which
includes conversion) to PopN cell replication. Thus, it is an attractor when PopC cells have the
higher ratio and they replicate more often than they die, and it is a repeller when PopN cells have
the higher ratio and PopC cells die more often than they replicate. It is neutral when PopC cells die
and replicate at the same rate, and PopN cells replicate at the rate that they die and convert.
The eigenvalues for fixed point fx3 are more complicated, and thus will not appear explicitly.
However, we show examples of this fixed point with different sets of variables in Table 2.6. For
many valid variable values fx3 is defined with one or both cell type quantities negative, which is
not a valid state. Thus, this fixed point is not often relevant, but it is generally an attractor when it is
valid.
The variable k (factor of space difference between PopC and PopN) does not appear in any of
the eigenvalues for the three fixed points. This shows that the aggressiveness of the PopC cells as
described by how much less (or more) space they take than PopN cells does not affect the end result
of the system. This result was also found in the Minimal Death Value analysis. In this type of model
at least it is not important to consider that cancer cells can exist in a denser grouping than healthy
cells. This result should be further examined in other systems.
It is possible for each fixed point to become a saddle point. A saddle point at the origin indicates
a situation where the cells do not die out. This occurs when one cell type dies faster than it replicates,
and the other cell type replicates faster than it dies. For PopN cells, the total removal rate includes
the conversion rate. Thus, if one cell type dies out the other one will thrive.
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ρN ρC δN δC µ PopN PopC λ1 λ2
Σ2 0.3 0.3 0.001 0.01 0.001 996.793 -3.43722 -0.299526 0.289491
Σ3 0.3 0.3 0.001 0.01 0.001 882.963 110.37 -0.298 -0.008
Σ4 0.3 0.3 0.001 0.01 0.001 882.244 111.111 -0.300027 −7.913e−3
Σ2 0.3 0.3 0.001 0.4 0.001 983.52 9.8352 -0.294518 -0.101522
Σ3 0.3 0.3 0.001 0.4 0.001 990.844 2.48956 -0.398 -0.298
Σ4 0.3 0.3 0.001 0.4 0.001 990.849 2.50627 -0.399329 -0.29602
Σ2 0.2 0.9 0.001 0.01 0.001 991.163 -1.11367 0.889817 -0.199041
Σ3 0.2 0.9 0.001 0.01 0.001 495 495 -0.545137 -0.000363
Σ4 0.2 0.9 0.001 0.01 0.001 481.098 508.951 -0.560456 −3.356e−4
Σ2 0.001 0.9 0.01 0.001 0.001 0 0 0.899 0
Σ3 0.001 0.9 0.01 0.001 0.001 1.01031 -10001 9.89809 0.01
Σ4 0.001 0.9 0.01 0.001 0.001 0 0 0.9 0
Table 2.6. Examples of fixed point values for different parameter values for the fixed point fx3
when k = 1 and N = 1000. These values are obtained via simulation of the equations.
2.5 Conclusions
By analyzing these four sets of equations we see that spatial limitations for both cell types will
impact the final result of cell growth and sustainability. No spatial limitation results in exponential
growth (Σ1), and spatial limitations on both proliferation and death rates limits growth the most
(Σ4). If only PopN cells consider space then a higher PopC death rate is necessary for the PopN
cells to become the majority (Σ3); the PopC cells will also be less likely to die out in general.
However, for all types of space requirements (Σ2 to Σ4) we are able to predict the type of cell that
will end in majority, and if either or both cell types will die out.
Although initial intuition points to exact spatial representations, an approximation of the space
can be both advantageous and equally effective. Utilizing probability can result in good predictions
of the ratio between the different cell types, without the cost of analyzing partial differential equa-
tions. It can also allow the researcher to focus on higher level issues, without delving in to specifics
that are not always known to be entirely true but are part of a hypothesis themselves. The logistic
equation is similar to our equations but does not address issues of global space in the same way.
We expand on this classic evolutionary dynamic approach by requiring all cell types to consider
all other types when determining available space, as well as affecting both the proliferation and
removal rates by spatial constraints.
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We are thus able to predict the interactions between malicious and cooperative cells on a global
scale. The fixed points describe when specific types of behaviors will occur: the eradication of all
cells in the system, the growth of all cells to a specific total, and the destruction of one cell type in
favor of another. The simulation results give further insight into when we can expect a cooperative
majority in the system, which is surprisingly often.
These results can directly influence future models, including our choice to use a three-dimensional
agent-based model to continue evaluating cancer dynamics in the next chapter. Utilizing a three-
dimensional model is one way to directly model spatial limitations, as opposed to using the global
view in the ODE model. Our results imply that healthy cells can often become the majority in a
tissue without outside intervention. We acknowledge that different intra-cellular processes cause
the cellular actions, but ignore that detail in favor of learning about the end picture. Our equations
thus appear able to predict the ratio of healthy to cancer cells with minimal knowledge of the initial
situation, and may be used in the future to classify cancers based on their growth rates more readily
than is allowed by current models. They also imply that explicitly being aware of the spatial needs
of cells, including the nutrient availability, is crucial to an accurate model of cancer. This implica-
tion is based on the fact that different versions of the equations, with varying use of explicit space,
result in different numbers of healthy and cancer cells.
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CHAPTER 3
AGENT-BASED CANCER AND COMMUNICATION MODEL
3.1 Introduction
We introduce an original computational system to identify logical principles underlying can-
cer development and suggest innovative anti-cancer solutions. The model abstracts the complex
environment of cancer development and progression, where numerous chemical, biological, and
physical factors act together to affect intra-cellular events and extra-cellular signaling. While sim-
plification is essential to unmask the fundamental principles of cancer occurrence, the artificial
intelligence component of our system affords a high level of adaptation for numerous intra- and
extra-cellular details, unlike previous cancer models that were restricted to probabilities of several
intra-cellular events [84, 101, 142, 129, 54, 139, 53, 7]. Our model provides a framework to assess
several important questions in Oncology: What kind of information flow inside and between cells
may be associated with tumor development and progression; What kind of inter-cellular communi-
cation keeps tumor cells dormant; Do current therapies bias some of the natural flow to explain their
temporary benefit; And what are the principles of successful inter-cellular communication rules that
would enable selective tumor cells’ apoptosis (programmed cell death). The latter subject is the
focus of this chapter.
We relate two seemingly opposing biological facts about cancer and apoptosis: The classic
hallmark of cancer, that cancer arises when inappropriate apoptotic response occurs and prevents
natural eradication of mutated cells [65], and the induction of caspace-dependent tumor cell apop-
tosis as a universal mechanism for tumor cell death by irradiation and the majority of chemotherapy
agents [123, 52, 41]. This leads to our assumption that even highly mutated cells maintain residual
apoptotic abilities.
Our model seeks to provide a single unifying mechanism incorporating these assumptions [9,
69, 121, 10]. It is a dynamic tissue simulation model composed of cells cycling in a 3-dimensional
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society, where normal and mutated cells are defined phenotypically by their apoptotic response, pro-
liferation pace, and compliance with spatial regulation rules. Signaling toward apoptosis is modeled
in terms of the flow of information that activates the intrinsic and extrinsic paths correlating with
activities of intrinsic regulating factors, and extrinsic modifiers, respectively [69, 121]. Findings
suggest that our modeling may constitute a complementary approach to biological research; direc-
tions proposed by the model could lead to an enhanced understanding of these processes and of
potential interventions.
Tumor growth is monitored by many processes, including the diffusion of nutrients. A tumor
cluster will slow its growth as nutrients become scarce. As nutrients are depleted by the tumor, the
cells that do not receive enough nutrients to function normally will end up in one of two different
states: necrotic or hypoxic. A hypoxic cell receives enough nutrient to continue surviving, but not
enough to proliferate. A cell may remain hypoxic indefinitely. A necrotic cell is a cell that has
received even fewer nutrients, such that it does not receive enough nutrients to survive. Once a cell
becomes necrotic, there is no way to revive it; it will eventually die.
Tumor cells, however, are often able to convince nearby vasculatures to grow such that the
tumor can receive enough nutrient to continue growing. This process is called angiogenesis, and
is accomplished by hypoxic cells emitting chemicals into the environment. Once these chemicals
meet a vasculature, they can encourage the growth of endothelial cells for the creation of new
vasculatures. These sprouts will only provide nutrient to the tumor once they have created a loop so
that blood can flow. An overview of angiogenesis is provided by [89].
Our goal is to build a three-dimensional model of tumor growth that includes normally function-
ing tissue cells and tumor-induced angiogenesis, to examine the case of cancer cell death. Although
cancer cells have lost their initial ability to undergo apoptosis, there are still available secondary
mechanisms to activate self-death. Natural mechanisms for selective cancer cell death are supported
by the fact that otherwise cancer incidence as calculated by mutation rates would be significantly
higher [101]. Analogous mechanisms have been reported and include tumor removal via immune
surveillance [74].
We hypothesize that one mechanism for cancer removal requires communication with other cells
in the system, both by signal emission on viability status (alive or dead) and the compliance with
external apoptotic commands. An example of communication playing a role in cancer death is the
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role of high mobility group box 1 (HMBOX1) protein in reporting cancer cell death to the immune
system as an essential part of tumor death by chemotherapy agents [9]. Findings also show that
AP2L/TRAIL (tumor-necrosis-factor-related apoptosis induced ligand) binds to “death receptors”
DR4 and DR5 to induce selective tumor cell apoptosis via the external apoptosis pathway [69, 121,
10]. This also supports the idea that cancer cells can still die, and may die from communication.
This chapter presents a new agent-based cancer model that includes both cancer and normal tis-
sue cells interacting in three-dimensions. It has been suggested that three dimensional models have
the most to offer for bridging the gap between in vivo studies in two-dimensional cultures and the
larger animal system [154]. Agent-based models allow each cell to be modeled separately, follow-
ing some series of rules on its behavior. Blood vessels and angiogenesis are also included to limit
growth based on nutrient availability. We analyze the role of inter-cellular communication in the
removal of cancer cells, based on the fact that cells may die due to neighbors undergoing apoptosis.
Through the model we hypothesize that this type of communication may explain the natural removal
of cancer cells within the human body, and examine in what cases this type of communication mech-
anism would succeed in cancer removal. In the next section we will discuss additional related work,
then describe the cancer model, followed by a description of the communication paradigms, results,
and then conclusions.
3.2 Related Work
3.2.1 Spatial Cancer Models
There are many valid techniques for studying cancer, as discussed in Chapters 1 and 2. As
was shown in Chapter 2, the choice of spatial vs. non-spatial model (such as an ODE) model
can have a huge impact on the results. We choose to utilize a spatial representation of our cells
because it is more similar to the original biological system and thus allows for a greater number of
detailed aspects to be included. To explicitly represent space the main options are partial-differential
equations (PDE), a cellular automata model, or an agent-based model. We choose to use agent-based
models as they provide more freedom in development, and are a great fit for modeling cancer as it
creates a non-linear system where individual cells not only determine their own next step but can
easily interact with other cells. They also have the benefit of being able to be simulated in a more
accurate way than how one would simulate a PDE. We investigate the use of agent based models
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to represent both normal and cancer cells, whereas models generally only represent cancer cells
explicitly.
We develop a three-dimensional agent-based model, although two-dimensional models have
also been studied. CancerSim is a three-dimensional agent-based model that begins with a cancer-
free system and then focuses on the growth of the cancerous cells using the hallmarks of cancer
[65] as its basis [2]. It therefore takes into account basic cellular properties such as genetic insta-
bility, telomere length, and random apoptosis. Another three-dimensional agent-based tumor model
utilizes basic gene-protein interactions and multi-cellular patterns specific to brain cancer [156].
This model represents internal cellular processes via differential equations, and the location of cells
spatially.
Cellular automata models have also beem developed to specifically model cancer cell growth.
Quaranta et al. develop a two dimensional model to study tumor spheroid growth based on reaction-
diffusion-taxis equations, with a plan to move the model to three dimensions [122]. Gerlee et al.
build on this model by adding angiogenesis and controlling each cell with a neural network [58].
Cellular automata have been used to model invasive cells as a wave of invasion, determining how a
carrying capacity can help correctly model this type of growth [139].
None of the above models consider how the cancer cells affect the rest of the system, however.
One way to involve other cells is by investigating the role of the immune systems. For instance, an
agent-based approach is used to investigate the role of the immune system in reacting to and fighting
tumor growth [43]. We design our model to also include both cancer and healthy cells, althuogh
we include healthy tissue cells instead of the immune cells. Including other types of cells leads to a
more realistic model, as surrounding cells have already been shown to play a role in affecting cancer
growth.
3.2.2 Angiogenesis Models
Models of angiogenesis fall in to three different overall categories: models of vasculature growth
without tumor or other tissue cells, models of vasculature growth with only tumor cells, and models
of vasculature growth with both tumor and healthy tissue cells. Generally, models of angiogenesis
are attempting to model the growth of vasculatures to support tumors and the size of tumors with
and without angiogenesis. In some models angiogenesis is just one of the mechanisms modeled in
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order to answer a different question, such as the shape of growth or time of growth of the tumor.
This is the type of model we create. Both [113] and [26] provide a good overview of the process of
angiogenesis, as well as the state of the art of angiogenesis modeling.
Various levels of mathematical modeling exist to include how capillaries are formed, the flow
of blood, vessel adaptation, and the extent of which chemical diffusion reaches the tissue [94].
McDougall et al. also analyze how well drugs could be sent to the tumor via the formed vessel
network, based on the quality of the created vessels. They found that the simulation was sensitive to
changes in parameters for haptotactic response of the blood vessel cells, blood viscosity, and blood
pressure, and that the tracer-drug sent through the system was able to travel easiest through the well
formed vessels.
A discrete mathematical model based on PDEs has also been used to examine the spatio-
temporal evolution of capillary networks in two and three dimensions [25]. They initialize with
a vessel at one end of their model and a tumor at the other end, a gradient of TAF between the tumor
and the vessel, and five sprouts started at the vessel. Capillaries then grow by following the gradient
of TAF. They find that the model provides capillaries with realistic structure and morphology.
A two-dimensional multi-scale model of angiogenesis where endothelial cell sprouting occurs
due to VEGF diffused by healthy cells in an initial development phase, and by tumors that are later
implanted into the model, has been developed by [111]. Sprouts grow based on VEGF gradient that
occurs when cells do not have enough oxygen. Sprouts die if they do not create a loop within a
given period of time, and are only active once it is a viable segment. They find that a larger number
of tumor cells causes a higher vascular density, and that network remodeling requires a balance
between angiogenesis and vessel pruning. A two-dimensional PDE model of tumor growth with
angiogenesis has also been developed [137] . They find that asymmetrical tumor growth leads to
a greater degree of branching at the surface of the tumor when compared to symmetrical tumor
growth.
Multiple models are based on the cellular Potts model, a freely available model that gives a
basis for cellular modeling that includes PDE solvers to determine diffusion for nutrients or other
user defined chemicals such as VEGF. [12] create a cell-based model of angiogenesis based on the
cellular Potts model, and find that the sprout morphology is not affected by how far from the tip the
proliferating region is, although the speed of growth is affected. [138] presents a three-dimensional
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simulation of tumor growth and angiogenesis based on the cellular Potts model. They analyze tumor
growth with and without angiogenesis. The initial vasculature is represented as a grid. Endothelial
sprouts grow in biased random movement toward VEGF secreted by hypoxic tumor cells, with the
only modeled nutrient being oxygen. They find that the system goes through six phases of growth,
and that their results are similar to other models.
Cellular automata models have been used to investigate branching properties of vessels [91][149][114].
Some models focus on branching rules and how they change the vasculature, with a brief description
of how it may be applied to tumor angiogenesis [91]. Others focus specifically on tumor angiogene-
sis, with either a visual comparison to in vivo endothelial sprouting [149] or a comparison with data
on in vivo vascular growth [114]. Both find that their sprouting is similar to what would be expected
from tumor angiogenesis.
Agent-based models are currently underdeveloped in cancer biology, both for general growth
models as well as angiogenesis models. Agent-based models enables the combination of many
different levels and types of detail and interaction, which may be difficult in more constrained
systems such as ODEs, PDEs, or cellular automata. However, there are not many tools available
for non-programmers to develop these types of models. Also, when they are developed it can be
difficult to design them such that they can run in a reasonable amount of time given the resources
a researcher is likely to have available. However, it is possible to design algorithms to save time
and still provide the correct output for this type of complex system. The model described in this
chapter is an agent-based model designed to incorporate many aspects of cancer growth, but with
algorithmic choices that allow a complex model to still be able to be run in only a few hours.
3.3 Cancer Model
In our model, each cell exists on a three-dimensional grid to approximate a tissue. Although
two-dimensions can also be modeled, three dimensions provides a more realistic representation.
Cells follow individual “life protocols” defined and implemented through probabilities represented
within their computational genes. We consider normal tissue cells to be of size 10µm, and each
time step to represent approximately one day. Vasculatures in the system give cells nutrients, which
they require to survive. Without tumor growth, the system can self-maintain essentially forever.
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Figure 3.1. Flow chart for both normal and cancer cells, for every time step. The differences for
normal and cancer cells are what probabilities are used and how the genes affect decisions (not
shown).
3.3.1 Genes and the Life Protocols
The basic life protocols reflect proliferation (including rate parameters, generation potential,
and space restrictions [6, 128, 11]), proliferation-suppression mechanisms, self-testing at a check
point prior to the replication decision, repairing damage, and apoptosis (self-death). The latter is
activated as either a random process, secondary to a cell’s decision to die due to aging or uncorrected
defects, or as a reaction to extra-cellular signaling. The distance regulation protocol maintains shape
cohesiveness and allows undisturbed communication flow among cells [7].
These protocols are chosen to approximate the healthy functioning of phenotypic properties of
cycling cells. The physical property of space is important in our model since normal cells proliferate
only when given space around them, whereas tumor cells may violate this restriction. This can be a
basis for the creation of solid tumors of a particular shape, as our cells grow in an expected spheroid
pattern with current spatial parameters even though we do not explicitly model this behavior [156,
59]. They also relate to the hallmarks of cancer, which are generally used as a basis for cancer
models [65]. A flow chart of the decisions by a cell at every time step can be seen in Figure 3.1.
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Tumor cells develop in the system when all of a cell’s life protocols are damaged. A tumor cell
can only produce tumor cells and cannot back mutate into a normal cell. Since all life protocols are
broken, a tumor’s ability to follow each of those protocols is also broken: it is not able to repair the
mutations, it cannot undergo apoptosis that would occur due to mutations, and it proliferates more
frequently than a healthy cell. Tumors are able to exist eight times denser than normal cells, thus for
the amount of space saved for a normal cells (including space buffer) it is possible for eight tumor
cells to exist within that same area.
3.3.2 Nutrients
All cells require nutrients to survive, which they acquire from blood vessels. We specifically
model oxygen as it is generally the most limiting nutrient sent to cells. Each blood vessel diffuses
nutrients to nearby cells; there is a limited amount of nutrient that can be supplied by a single
vessel, and a limited distance that it can travel from the vessel. Additionally, as cells use nutrient
it decreases the amount of nutrient available for cells further from the vessel. Thus, vessels must
occur close enough to sustain all cells, but optimally should be as far apart as possible to accomplish
that goal.
We represent blood vessels at equidistant locations throughout the tissue (every 200µm since
oxygen can diffuse up to 100µm), forming a grid. We further view the grid as creating a series of
compartments, with each compartment being bounded on three sides by vessels, one in each of the
three directions. These vessels can supply nutrients to all healthy cells within the tissue, assuming
there are no tumor cells present. Nutrients are distributed to cells from each vessel, first to the cells
closest to the vessel, then to the next layer of cells past that, etc, until the maximum number of
cells that vessel can support has been reached. We assume blood flows from the zero location to the
maximum location for each vessel. Each vessel also has a maximum number of cells that can be
supported overall, in addition to the maximum amount within each region.
To decrease the complexity in the model, instead of explicitly modeling the diffusion process we
model the effect of diffusion. Usually diffusion is modeled using PDEs that must then be solved to
determine the amount of gradient available at every location within the grid. Even discretizing this
using standard grid diffusion techniques becomes computationally expensive due to the fact that the
amount of nutrient available to a cell not only relies on the amount of nutrient in its location, but also
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Algorithm 3.1 Diffusion of nutrients
1: compartmentNutrientMax
2: vesselNutrientMax = compartmentNutrientMax ∗ numberOfCompartments
3: for each compartment in vessel do
4: availableNutrient = compartmentNutrientMax
5: for each diffusion radius do
6: for each location over length of compartment at this radius do
7: if availableNutrient < 0 then
8: availableNutrient = 0
9: end if
10: send availableNutrient to each of N cells at location
11: availableNutrient = availableNutrient−N
12: end for
13: end for
14: end for
on how many cells have taken nutrient from the environment before the nutrient reaches that cell.
Thus, the diffusion also relies on the number of cells between a cell and its closest vessels. To take
this issue into account, we instead do a stepwise diffusion from each vessel as seen in Algorithm
3.1.
Figure 3.2. Cells cycle through the normal and hypoxic states, depending on the amount of nutrients
they receive. Once they are not receiving nutrients they become necrotic and die.
Cells that receive enough nutrients are considered normal and function as described previously.
It is expected that cells will receive nutrients from three vessels: one in the X direction, one in the
Y direction, and one in the Z direction. Thus, the minimum amount of nutrient for a cell to remain
normal (λ1) is three times what each vessels should give them. Cells that receive nutrients but not
enough to remain normal (λ2) will become hypoxic, and thus unable to proliferate until the nutrients
increase again. Cells that receive zero nutrients will become necrotic and die immediately. These
rules apply to both healthy and tumor cells, and are summarized in Figure 3.2.
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3.3.3 Angiogenesis
Angiogenesis is the creation of new blood vessels. New blood vessels are formed during normal
development, but hypoxic tumor cells can also induce vessel growth through angiogenesis. Without
angiogenesis, a tumor’s development will be limited, so angiogenesis is necessary to sustain contin-
ued growth. Additionally, angiogenesis is necessary to properly model the growth of the tumor, as
otherwise growth will be faster than is realistic.
In the model, hypoxic tumor cells can diffuse VEGF to induce angiogenesis (Figure 3.1). VEGF
is diffused from all hypoxic cells, and once the chemical reaches a vessel it will induce the creation
of a sprout if there is not already one within a specific distance. Each sprout can grow by 5 endothe-
lial cells every time step, and we assume that endothelial cells are half the size of healthy cells.
Sprouts grow by biased random movement based on the gradient of VEGF within the system. They
are also limited in that they can only grow in locations where other cells are not already present, and
they are not allowed to form loops with themselves.
A sprout does not provide nutrients to surrounding cells until it forms a loop with another sprout
or vessel. Once the sprout becomes viable, it will provide nutrients to nearby cells but not to the
same extent that a vessel could provide. This limited nutrient, however, will allow the tumor to grow
further, and create more sprouts as it grows as well.
3.3.4 Model Validation
First we analyze the growth of tumor and healthy cells together, with and without angiogenesis
(Figure 3.3). As expected, cancer cells are able to grow much larger with angiogenesis, and normal
cells are essentially removed from the system. We next validate the model by running the simulation
with only tumor cells, as our comparison model does not contain normal cells. We start with a single
tumor cell, which eventually grows into a tumor that can no longer be sustained by the vasculature.
The size of this tumor is as would be expected. Additionally, the tumor grows in a spheroid pattern
with small branchings, which is also expected.
Once the vasculature can’t sustain tumor growth, hypoxic cells diffuse VEGF and angiogenesis
begins. We examine the rates of tumor cells, hypoxic cells, and neovascular cells in this model
(Figure 3.4) over time. The rates of tumor growth with and without angiogenesis relate as we
would expect, with tumor growth increasing much faster with angiogenesis. Additionally, we see
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.3. Change over time in number of cancer (red) and healthy tissue (blue) cells. (a) When
angiogenesis is not activated, cancer cells grow quickly, but are unable to grow large enough to
crowd out healthy cells. (b) When angiogenesis is activated, the cancer cells are able to grow much
larger and take nutrients and space away from healthy cells such that they basically disappear.
an increase in hypoxic cells in both cases. Eventually we start to see a more exponential growth in
the case of angiogenesis, showing that the tumor is able to grow but still cannot support all cells.
These graphs are as we expect to see, and are very similar to the graphs found in [138].
What we see in the growth of cells within the model when both normal tissue cells and cancer
cells exist, is that the cancer is able to grow to a large percentage of the system. This result occurs
whether or not angiogenesis is used within the model. For the rest of the chapter we will only
consider a system in which both normal and cancer cells exist, and where cancer cells are able to
influence angiogenesis.
3.4 Communication Model
Since cancer cells are able to grow such that they may overrun the system, we investigate meth-
ods of intercellular signaling that could result in the removal of cancer cells from the system. It
has been seen that natural mechanisms for removing cancer cells should exist, otherwise cancer
incidence would be much higher [101].
Our model includes intercellular signaling that occurs via diffusion of messages away from the
sender. We develop a double messaging system with two forms of signals that can be sent by cells,
both of which over time induce apoptosis within the receiving cells. It is understood that cancer
cells still maintain the ability to undergo secondary apoptosis. For instance, AP2L/TRAIL (tumor-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 3.4. Change over time with (blue) and without (red) angiogenesis: (a) Number of tumor
cells, (b) Number of hypoxic (low nutrient) cells, (c) Number of new vessel cells, and (d) Number
of non-hypoxic tumor cells. More tumor cells are able to grow with angiogenesis, and eventually
there is also more rapid creation of hypoxic cells with angiogenesis. These graphs are very similar
to those in [138].
necrosis-factor-related apoptosis induced ligand) binds to death receptors DR4 and DR5 to induce
selective tumor apoptosis via an external apoptosis pathway [69, 121, 10].
The first message is called I’M DYING. This signal represents the scenario of cells dying due to
their neighbor dying, and can affect both normal tissue and cancer cells. Each time a cell dies due
to a specific reason, it will first send the I’M DYING message into the environment, and then it will
undergo apoptosis. A cancer cell dying is more likely to be surrounded by cancer cells than by
normal tissue cells. This process may be similar to HMBOX1, high mobility group box 1 protein,
that is shown to be part of reporting tumor death by chemotherapy agents [9].
For the I’M DYING message to work there must be some mechanism to cause it to occur. We thus
hypothesize a second signal that we call PLEASE DIE. This message will only be sent to neighbors
when a cell is pushed by another cell. A push is defined as either a cell moving to a location where
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(a) PLEASE DIE (b) I’M DYING
Figure 3.5. The PLEASE DIE signal is first sent due to a push occurring, as seen in the middle image
of (a). Once a cell is ready to undergo apoptosis from these signals, it will send the I’M DYING signal
as seen in the middle image of (b), and then will undergo apoptosis as seen in the last image of (b).
another cell already exists or proliferating into a location already occupied by another cell, thus
causing that other cell to move to an adjacent location.
These two message types thus work together to attempt the removal of cancer cells. The PLEASE
DIE message reacts directly to an anomaly in the system that is in this case based on spatial avail-
ability. The I’M DYING message can then propagate the message further, as once a cell is dying from
the messages it is likely that it was a cancer cell. The interaction of these two messages can be seen
in Figure 3.5.
Both of the signals have a strength and a distance. The distance defines how far from the sender
the message will travel. The strength starts at a predefined level and degrades as it travels away from
the sending cell. A signal with a lower strength will have a smaller effect on a cell.
Each cell keeps track of the signals it has received, tracking I’M DYING signals separately from
PLEASE DIE signals. Each time a cell receives a signal it will remember the strength of that signal.
Once the sum of those strengths passes a threshold value, the cell will undergo apoptosis. This
threshold is defined separately for I’M DYING and PLEASE DIE, and represents when a cell has been
“convinced” to die from the signaling. We therefore guarantee that more than one signal is required
to be received before a cell undergoes apoptosis.
The flowchart including the communication can be seen in Figure 3.6. Both cancer and normal
cells check if the sum of the strengths of received signals crosses the apoptosis threshold. If it has,
then they may send the I’M DYING signal and then undergo apoptosis. Otherwise, they follow the
normal flow of decisions, with normal cells also checking if they should send PLEASE DIE. If a cell
sends a PLEASE DIE or I’M DYING message it is sent to the environment. At the end of every tick,
after all cells have updated, the environment sends all signals that were sent during that time tick.
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Figure 3.6. Flow chart for both normal and cancer cells including communication of I’M DYING
and PLEASE DIE signals, for every time step. The differences for normal and cancer cells are what
probabilities are used and how the genes affect decisions (not shown). Receipt of I’M DYING and
PLEASE DIE signals is not shows as that happens in a separate process between ticks.
This mechanism keeps messages from being lost due to the cell updating being done linearly, and
preserves time order.
We do not assume that cancer cells always send the I’M DYING message before they die from
signaling, nor do we assume that they receive or acknowledge every I’M DYING or PLEASE DIE message
sent to them. Within the model we represent this uncertainty by a probability for each failure. We
also do not assume that the communication protocols are always functioning. Instead we allow the
communication protocols to only activate after a certain number of cancer cells exist within the
system. This type of system adversity mimics a delay in acknowledge abnormality within the area.
In the Results we analyze how often these failures can occur without impacting the system’s ability
to remove cancer cells.
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Healthy Healthy Cancer Cancer
Ratio Proliferation Apoptosis Proliferation Apoptosis
6 0.05-0.15 0.0001 - 0.0002 0.3 - 0.9 0.0001 - 0.0002
10 0.03 - 0.09 0.0001 - 0.0002 0.3 - 0.9 0.0001 - 0.0002
20 0.015 - 0.045 0.0001 - 0.0002 0.3 - 0.9 0.0001 - 0.0002
Table 3.1. Cellular basic protocol parameter values used in this study. Each line will be referred
to in the text by the ratio, which is the cancer proliferation rate divided by the healthy proliferation
rate. Each cell may vary by up to 10% from its creator, but must remain within the given ranges.
3.5 Simulation Details
Three techniques are used to provide biological plausibility and applicability to the simulation
results. They are population heterogeneity, a relative proliferation ratio, and varied experimenta-
tion. To speed up and ease the analysis of growth after the initial tumor cell develops, we plant a
single cancer cell into the model at a set time for every experiment. Each set of parameters is run
eighteen times, each time with a different set of random number generator seeds. The results are
then averaged together to give a percent of experiments that resulted in success. Success is defined
as removing all cancer cells without also removing all normal cells.
Population Heterogeneity: Variances are created by ranges of death and proliferation proba-
bilities within each cell population, which vary by +/- 200% and +/- 300% respectively (Table 3.5).
A newly created daughter cell inherits these probabilities with random skewing from the parent’s
characteristics. To assure probabilistic cover for feasible ranges of variables due to the difficulty of
estimation, we include large ranges of values.
Relative proliferation ratio: This factor describes the quotient of the valid range of tumor and
normal proliferation probabilities. For demonstrations we use ratios of 6, 10, and 20. This ratio
characterizes the tumor cells in terms of how much their proliferation is increased over the normal
cells. For each ratio the tumor proliferation rate is taken to be in the range of 0.3 to 0.9, and the
tumor death rate is 0.0001 to 0.0002. The normal proliferation rates are in the range of 0.05 to 0.15
for ratio 6, in 0.03 to 0.09 for ratio 10, and in 0.015 to 0.045 for ratio 20. The normal death rates are
within the range of 0.0001 to 0.0002 for all ratios. These ranges are based on biological data [25].
Varied Experimentation: To ensure more accurate results, each set of parameters is tested
multiple times since even for a fixed set of parameters describing the system the end result may
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Pairs of Thresholds
Normal 4 4 5 6 6
Cancer 4 6 6 6 16
Table 3.2. Apoptosis threshold tested with each parameter set.
Communication Parameters
Cancer I’M DYING Healthy I’M DYING Healthy PLEASE DIE
Num Distance Strength Distance Strength Distance Strength
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 1 2 1 2
3 1 3 1 3 1 3
4 2 3 1 2 1 2
5 2 3 2 3 2 3
Table 3.3. Parameter sets for the communication protocol.
differ as life protocols of individual cells are defined in a stochastic manner. This increases the
realism of results, as it ensures that we test many different possible outcomes from the same set of
basic parameters in the system. The variations on the communication protocol can be seen in Table
3.3 and Table 3.2.
We therefore experiment using these parameter sets, the basic cellular model, angiogenesis, and
the communication model to determine in which cases we are able to remove cancer cells without
also removing too many normal tissue cells.
3.6 Results
Through initial experiments we saw that using only I’M DYING or only PLEASE DIE does not result
in removal of all cancer cells in the system. We therefore experiment with both signals being used
in combination, and test the system when cancer cells fail.
As described previously, our primary claim is that inter-cellular messaging among cells based
on neighbor death and spatial impingement can be used to encourage death of surrounding cells
such that primarily cancer cells are killed and healthy tissue cells survive (Claim 2). We investigate
a series of hypotheses to determine to what extent this claim is supported:
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Hypothesis 2.1 Communication parameters indicating a higher distance traveled and a stronger
signal will succeed in removing cancer cells most frequently.
Hypothesis 2.2 Higher thresholds will correspond to lower success rates, due to increased difficulty
in removing cancer cells.
Hypothesis 2.3 Higher proliferation ratios will succeed in removing cancer cells less frequently
than lower proliferation ratios.
Hypothesis 2.4 There exists an amount of delay in the start of communication that will decrease
the success rate, for all parameter combinations.
Hypothesis 2.5 Communication will succeed less frequently when cancer cells are allowed to either
ignore received signals or refuse to send I’M DYING, and even less when both failures
are allowed.
We investigate these hypotheses in five scenarios: as initially described, with a delay in the
start of messaging, with cancer cells ignoring received messages by some probability, with cancer
cells failing to send I’M DYING with some probability, and with cancer cells both ignoring received
messages and failing to send I’M DYING.
3.6.1 Communication Protocol Never Fails
First we assume that the communication protocols always function correctly. As can be seen
in Figure 3.7, the first four parameter sets always succeed in removing the cancer cells. This is
true across all apoptosis thresholds and all proliferation ratios. The fifth parameter set always fails,
however, and will thus not be further tested. This parameter set represents the highest combination
of signal traveling distance and signal strength, showing that too high of a signal can be detrimental
to the system.
Figure 3.7. Rate of success in removing cancer cells. All proliferation ratios and apoptosis thresh-
olds generate the same results.
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(a) ratio 6 (b) ratio 10 (c) ratio 20
Figure 3.8. Rate of success in removing cancer cells when there is a delay in the start of the com-
munication protocol. The legend shows the parameter set. All apoptosis thresholds are combined,
because there is no variation among them.
Since all lower distance and strength combinations result in complete removal of the cancer
cells, it is possible that the choice of parameter set is not important. This finding directly refutes
Hypothesis 2.1 with regard to a system in which cancer cells always follow the communication
rules. Since all thresholds and proliferation ratios also give identical results, Hypothesis 2.2 and
Hypothesis 2.3 are also refuted with regard to a perfectly functioning communication system. Hy-
pothesis 2.4 is not relevant.
3.6.2 Delay of Communication Protocol Start
Next we analyze our hypotheses against a system in which the start of the communication proto-
col is delayed until a certain number of cancer cells are present (Figure 3.8). If this communication
was activated by therapy, a delay would occur as therapy will not occur as soon as the first can-
cer cell develops. A delay is also possible if the cancer has a mechanism to initially block these
messages.
For both proliferation ratios 6 and 10, the system succeeds in removing all cancer cells up
to a delay of 12000 cancer cells (about 20% of possible total of cancer cells in system). For a
proliferation ratio of 20, the system only succeeds up to a delay of about 4000 cancer cells (about
6% of possible size). Thus, Hypothesis 2.3 is supported in the case of a delay.
In all three proliferation ratios, when there is a delay we still do not see a difference among the
apoptosis thresholds. This is the same as in the initial results, again refuting Hypothesis 2.2. These
results do start to show a difference among parameter sets, however. For all three proliferation
ratios, the highest parameter set (4) has a higher percent of success in at least one instance. For the
proliferation ratio of 20, it has higher rates of success for almost all levels of delay. The parameter
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(a) Ratio 6 (b) Ratio 10 (c) Ratio 20
Figure 3.9. For each proliferation ratio, the highest rate of failure to receive messages that still
results in 100 percent removal of cancer cells (diamond), and the lowest rate of failure to receive
messages that results in no removal of cancer cells (circle). For all ratios, the fourth (strongest)
parameter set can succeed when tumors do not receive messages up to about 77% of the time.
set 4 is also the only instance in which cancer cells have a stronger signal that travels further than the
signals sent by normal cells. In at least the case of a delayed start of the communication protocol,
a stronger I’M DYING signal from cancer cells is most beneficial, partially supporting Hypothesis 2.1.
At first this seems unlikely, as we do not assume cancer cells are willingly helpful in their demise.
However, if cancer cells retain the ability to send I’M DYING messages but it is amplified as part of
the mutation to its controls, then we could have the situation represented by parameter set 4. It is
comforting that if cancer cells are able to send stronger apoptosis signals, and delay the start of
message passing, they will kill more cancer cells than surrounding tissue cells.
3.6.3 Failure to Receive Messages
As discussed in the Model section, cancer cells may ignore some percentage of messages they
receive. It will not add that message to its sum of strengths, and thus it will not move closer to dying
from the communication protocol. We represent this chance of failure as a probability, representing
what percentage of messages will be ignored.
The success rate in removing cancer cells is decreased as the rate of cancer cells failing to re-
ceive messages increases, supporting Hypothesis 2.5 (Figure 3.9). The failure to receive messages
is best dealt with when cancer cells send stronger I’M DYING messages, since the fourth parameter set
is the most successful for all three proliferation ratios. The success rate of the fourth and strongest
parameter set supports Hypothesis 2.1 in the case of a failure to receive messages. The commu-
nication protocol can still succeed with failure rates up to 20-30% with the other parameter sets,
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(a) Ratio 6 (b) Ratio 10 (c) Ratio 20
Figure 3.10. For each proliferation ratio, the highest rate of failure to send messages that still results
in 100 percent removal of cancer cells (diamond), and the lowest rate of failure to send messages
that results in no removal of cancer cells (circle). For all ratios, the fourth (strongest) parameter set
can succeed when tumors do not send I’M DYING up to about 90% of the time.
and therefore we do not need to rely on cancer cells sending stronger signals to be able to remove
them if they fail to receive all messages. As was shown with a delay in communication start, the
thresholds do not play a role in determining success (refuting Hypothesis 2.2), and the success rate
decreases slightly as we increase proliferation ratio (supporting Hypothesis 2.3).
3.6.4 Failure to Send I’M DYING
Cancer cells may also fail to follow the communication protocol by not always sending I’M DYING
before dying from the communication. Supporting Hypothesis 2.5, the success rate of removing
cancer cells decreases as we increase the probability of them not sending I’M DYING (Figure 3.10).
They can fail to send I’M DYING up to 50% of the time with parameter sets 2-3. Parameter set 1
succeeds 100% of the time up to a failure rate of 30%. With parameter set 4 they can fail to send
I’M DYING up to 90% of the time and still remove the cancer cells, across all proliferation ratios
(supporting Hypothesis 2.3). This success is significant, as one would expect cancer cells to fail to
adhere to the protocol most of the time.
Thresholds continue to not play a role in this scenario, again refuting Hypothesis 2.2. The
strongest parameter set does show a better success rate in cancer removal, supporting Hypothesis
2.1. Since the communication does not succeed 100% in removing cancer cells when there is a
100% failure rate of sending I’M DYING, these results also show that a combination of PLEASE DIE and
I’M DYING is indeed necessary to remove cancer cells.
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(a) Ratio 6 (b) Ratio 10 (c) Ratio 20
Figure 3.11. For each proliferation ratio, the highest rate of both failures that still results in 100
percent removal of cancer cells (diamond), and the lowest rate of both failures that results in no
removal of cancer cells (circle). For all ratios, the fourth (strongest) parameter set can succeed
when tumors fail to adhere to the messaging rules around 60% of the time.
3.6.5 Failure to Receive Messages and Send I’M DYING
Cancer cells may also fail both by not receiving all messages sent to them and by not always
sending an I’M DYING message before dying from the communication. We test this possibility by
allowing both failures to occur with the same probability. For all proliferation ratios, parameter set
4 significantly outperforms the other three parameter sets (Figure 3.11), supporting Hypothesis 2.1.
For all proliferation ratios it succeeds when both protocols can fail approximately 60% of the time.
A success rate of 100% with 60% failure to adhere to the messaging rules is outstanding.
The other parameter sets vary between the different proliferation ratios, but overall we see 100%
success from all when a combined failure rate of up to 20% is used. For the individual failures,
100% success was obtained up to about a 30% failure rate. Thus, Hypothesis 2.5 is supported as the
combination of failure types decreases the rate of cancer removal.
3.6.6 Result Summary
Overall, our initial claim that inter-cellular communication techniques could explain the removal
of cancer cells is supported by our computational experiments. We also tested in what scenarios and
to what extent this claim is supported by analyzing the results in terms of five hypotheses. We
found that the communication protocols are robust to failures. The best success is obtained with
parameter set four, where only a minority of sent messages must be acknowledged by cells and only
a minority of cancer cells must adhere to sending the I’M DYING message. We still see success with
the other parameter sets as well, although a majority of adherence to the communication protocols
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is required. The system can continue to remove cancer cells even when multiple adversities occur,
which is beneficial when dealing with cancer. In cancer there are multiple failures accumulating
over time, and errors in these communication protocols could easily be one of them.
3.6.6.1 Hypothesis 2.1
During initial experiments with a fully functioning system, the four weakest parameter sets show
identical success rates of 100%, whereas the strongest parameter set never succeeds. However, as we
perturb the system with delays, failures to receive messages, and failures to send messages, we find
that the strongest tested parameter set (the second strongest in the original set of five) succeeds more
frequently than the weaker parameter sets. Thus, it is the case that an increase in strength of signal
does not affect a correctly functioning system, but can improve the performance in a system with
faulty message passing. In both cases though, if a signal is strengthened too much it is detrimental
instead of helpful.
3.6.6.2 Hypothesis 2.2
Throughout all scenarios tested, there was no significant difference between in the results be-
tween the different thresholds. It is surprising that we do not see a difference, as a higher apoptosis
threshold makes it more difficult to kill cancer cells, and should thus decrease the removal success
rate. This difference is possibly not occurring because there are enough signals in the system, even
with a delay or failure to adhere to the communication protocol, that cancer cells are well enough
saturated in them. Despite that, there are not enough signals in the system to kill too many healthy
normal cells in addition to the cancer cells.
3.6.6.3 Hypothesis 2.3
A higher proliferation ratio represents a more aggressive cancer. An increase in proliferation
ratio decreased the success rate only when the communication was perturbed by a delay in activa-
tion, failure to receive messages, or failure to send I’M DYING messages. With a fully functioning
communication system there was no difference in the results for different proliferation ratios.
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3.6.6.4 Hypothesis 2.4
A delay to the activation of the communication rules above a specific threshold results in a
decrease in the success rate of cancer removal for all parameter combinations. We find that for both
a proliferation ratio of 6 and 10, the system succeeds in removing all cancer cells up to a delay of at
least 12000 cancer cells (about 20% of possible total of cancer cells in system). For a proliferation
ratio of 20, the system only succeeds up to a delay of about 4000 cancer cells (about 6% of possible
size).
3.6.6.5 Hypothesis 2.5
There is no evidence to refute this hypothesis. Whether cancer cells are allowed to ignore
received messages, not send I’M DYING messages, or a combination of both, these types of failures to
the communication rules result in a decreased rate of success in removing cancer cells.
3.7 Conclusions
We present a new three-dimensional agent-based model for cancer growth. This model is an
improvement over previous models as it explicitly models normal tissue cells in addition to cancer
cells. The functioning of cells is probabilistic, with probabilities drawn from the literature and
experts in the field. Additionally, the definition of the functioning of a cancer cell is based on
the hallmarks of cancer [65]. We directly model nutrient diffusion from vasculatures, and cancer
angiogenesis through the diffusion of VEGF that initiates sprouts from blood vessels.
We also propose a pair of local communication protocols for removal of cancer cells. Both types
of messages are remembered by receiving cells, and once enough are received the cell will undergo
apoptosis through a secondary mechanism. The first message, I’M DYING, is sent just before the cell
undergoes apoptosis due to the communication, and is inspired by phenomena seen in chemother-
apy. The second message PLEASE DIE provides a mechanism for activation of the I’M DYING message.
It is sent only by normal tissue cells when they detect that another cell has pushed them to the side,
either due to movement or proliferation.
This combination of message types is tested to determine how well they work together to remove
cancer cells from the system. Five variations on strength and distance for signals is tested against
three variations on cellular proliferation ratios between cancer and normal cells, representing vari-
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ations in the aggressiveness of cancer growth. Initial tests show that without any perturbations to
the system, all variations but one on strengths and distance for the signals results in 100% success
in removing all cancer cells in the system without decimating the normal cell population. The one
parameter set that does not succeed is the strongest parameter set, showing that the strength and
distance of the messages must be limited.
We also test perturbations on the messaging system. The first perturbation is a delay on the
initiation of the communication system, based on the number of cancer cells in the system. Results
show that the system can handle about 12000 cancer cells before activation for the lower two pro-
liferation ratios, and 4000 cancer cells for the highest proliferation ratio. These results indicate a
window of opportunity for re-activation of inactive communication protocols in our model in which
they can still successfully eradicate the tumors.
We do not assume that cancer cells always adhere to the communication protocol. One way
we allow them to fail is by ignoring messages sent to them by other cells, with some probability.
The strongest parameter set tested in this scenario can handle a cancer communication failure of
up to 70%. We allow cancer cells to fail by not sending I’M DYING as well. The same parameter set
can handle cancer cell failure to send I’M DYING up to 90% of the time, and still remove all cancer
cells from the system. When we combine these failures the results vary by proliferation rate. For a
proliferation rate of 6 the system can handle 60% failure rates. The higher proliferation ratios can
only handle 40% failure rates. Therefore, we do not need to assume that cancer cells will always
follow the communication rules, but only that they follow them at least some part of the time. How
often they must follow the rules depends on the aggressiveness of the cancer only when both types
of failures can occur.
We test a variety of parameter values for the communication protocol to test a variety of pos-
sibilities within biology. We do not know which rates of message sending are most accurate, but
we see that all but one of our tested parameter sets is able to remove the tumors even with pertur-
bations to the system. Overall we see that the parameter set four is very robust to failures in the
communication protocol. This parameter set represents when cancer cells send a stronger message
that travels further than in the other parameter sets. It is not unlikely that a cancer cell could send a
stronger apoptosis inducing signal than a normal tissue cell.
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The role of the tumor microenvironment in cancer development and progression as well as
in clinical outcome is increasingly acknowledged, and can now be viewed at the genomic level
(summarized in [47]). For the tumor-environment interaction suggested in our model, there are
emerging data to support the significance of cancer cells reporting their death. In vitro models
further supported by clinical outcome data showed that HMBOX1 release by tumor cells exposed to
chemotherapy is essential in mediating effective tumor eradication by different chemotherapy agents
and solid tumor models; HMBOX1 release functions to report initial cell damage by chemotherapy
to the immune system and likely cooperates with additional messengers released by dying cells as
its artificial introduction does not lead to the same effect [9, 121]. The computerized I’M DYING signal
likely parallels this biological mechanism.
We hypothesize that these communication mechanisms may already exist in nature, but the onset
of cancer is due to a breakdown of the messaging either in ways outlined in our results or others.
If this type of communication is found to represent communication occurring within cells, then the
next question would be to determine what causes them to break down and allow cancer to grow,
followed by a question of how we can re-introduce the signals as a new therapy. We have shown
that the signals could succeed in removing cancer cells in a variety of situations, and that they can
be reactivated later in the tumor’s growth (delay results).
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CHAPTER 4
MULTI-AGENT FAULT TOLERANCE INSPIRED BY CANCER
4.1 Introduction
We investigate fault tolerance for a system of cooperating agents. For a multi-agent system
to function continuously it must adapt on-line to failures. There are essentially three different
ways in which a system can fail: unreliable infrastructure (system supporting the agents fails),
non-compliant agents (agents ignore protocols), and emergent dysfunctions (small program errors
lead to real failures). Although each of these types of failures may cause different problems for
the system, in each case the same high level process needs to be followed to deal with the prob-
lem: detect and diagnose the problem, and then fix the problem. We focus on fixing the failure of
non-compliant agents.
The two main approaches for fixing these three types of failures in multi-agent systems are
survivalist and citizen. The survivalist approach requires each agent to be capable of dealing with
all problems as an individual agents that follows a prepared set of actions for each specific problem
[90]. For instance, a set of replicas could be maintained and then deployed once a fault is detected.
However, this approach requires the designer to be able to anticipate all types of faults within the
system and cannot easily deal with agent death. The citizen approach is the other extreme, as it
utilizes an external system that is alerted when an agent dies and then reallocates tasks so that the
overall system continues to function correctly [80]. Thus, the citizen approach can very easily
deal with agent death. However, there is now an additional system that must be maintained, which
creates a single point of failure.
My approach is a combination of these two techniques as a Citizen Group approach. It differs
from the survivalist approach as it does not require all agents to deal with failures individually. Un-
like the citizen approach that requires special monitor nodes to diagnose failures, my system has
each agent monitor its neighbors to detect and eliminate anomalies. This citizen group approach
is accomplished by defining a cancer-inspired mechanism for multi-agent systems that improves
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robustness by enabling agents to combat malfunctioning agents. In the cancer model we saw that
local anonymous broadcast communication could be utilized to remove cancer cells without neces-
sarily knowing which cells were cancerous. Based on the fact that cancer cells grow in a cluster this
mechanism removed all cancer agents by only detecting the irregularities of a few of them. Seeing
that this mechanism works well to remove cancer, we apply the same techniques to the problem of
multi-agent fault tolerance. In this case, we examine agents instead of cells, and determine how to
remove malfunctioning agents instead of cancer cells. This communication mechanism is described
in terms of a system we call HADES, “Healing and Agent Death Enabling Stability.”
HADES includes self-regeneration through the creation of new agents. In biology, this is called
proliferation and is used to both recover from dying cells as well as to develop and expand the system
[95]. In computational systems regeneration is used in two different ways: the initial creation of
replicas that function throughout the life of the system and can replace failed agent when necessary,
or cloning (creation of a copy) of the agent when another agent is needed. In [49] agents replicate
to create agent clusters that make joint decisions, thus improving fault tolerance. For hardware, a
simple robot composed of building blocks can generate a new copy of itself by assembling additional
blocks [157]. In multi-agent systems, cloning is often used to create a copy of the agent when an
agent is overloaded, so that it can share its load with its clone [76, 136]. In HADES, we are utilizing
regeneration in the form of cloning, where a new agent is only created when it is needed, and is
created as a direct copy of the cloned agent. Additionally, it is the cloning agent itself that decides
when it will be necessary to clone itself.
In HADES all agents follow the same basic protocols that control individual activity of the
agents and provide generalization and improvement over previous self-regenerative agent systems.
In addition, HADES diagnoses and repairs via a multi-step protocol. The first step is self-monitoring
such that an agent determines whether its own basic protocols have been damaged. The second step
is for the agent to repair any discovered damage within itself. It is possible that the agent will be
unable to repair itself and will thus apply self-death to retain the system’s health, so that its failures
will not harm the system goals. The fourth step comprises a main concern of this work: the ability
of agents to note that at least one of their neighbors is irregular and thus send surrounding agents a
message as a warning. These messages cause the receiving agents to either elevate their own level
of alertness or if enough messages are received they entice the receiving agents to activate their
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programmed death. As will be described in the paper, all agents maintain some level of citizenship
and communicate their upcoming death via signaling to entice neighboring agents to die as well.
HADES studies the ability to induce self-death on an agent, allowing the system to recommend
death without agents killing one another. It utilizes agent regeneration, repair, and death, as well as
novel communication protocols to overcome system faults and maintain continuous operation. All
the activity of HADES is cheap and will only occur as necessary, and thus can serve as an underlying
maintenance mechanism to improve the robustness of any multi-agent system.
This chapter is organized into the following sections: Section 2 describes more related work in
diagnosis and repairing systems, Section 3 introduces HADES as a multi-agent system where agents
follow goals and life protocols, Section 4.4 describes how an agent may become irregular and how
its continued operation may negatively impact the entire system and includes the communication
protocol that enables the recognition and removal of such irregular agents by their neighbors, and
results are described in Section 4.6. We close with conclusions.
4.2 Related Work
For a multi-agent system to function continuously it must adapt on-line to changes in the en-
vironment and to internal failures. Diagnosis of a problem is a key requirement, as is providing a
plan to react to the problem [64]. Various frameworks exist for diagnosis in multi-agent systems,
including domain independent diagnosis where an agent should also be able to determine a new
plan if its expectations are not met [72]. Diagnosis for pre- and post-failure analysis for causal tasks
can allow the system to both prevent a failure and recover from it [150]. It is argued that post-failure
protocols are less domain dependent and are more crucial for the design of robust systems [150].
One way to obtain post-failure robustness is via self-repairing mechanisms. Repair typically
follows one of two categories, “Attributive” or “Functional.” Attributive repair restores attributes
to their state prior to the failure to revert any damage. Functional repair does not backtrack but
instead optimally uses the remaining resources to obtain the best possible functionality [33]. As an
example of Attributive repair, software components can self-monitor to determine vulnerabilities
and thus remove them [131]. The analysis to determine vulnerabilities uses both static and dynamic
techniques, including the Stackguard tool and predicate abstraction. Software validation techniques
can be used to identify causes of vulnerabilities, enabling their removal [131]. Wireless sensor
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networks are also being designed with self-healing capabilities inspired by immunology to detect
sensor faults and respond via a form of Functional repair. For example, [16] mimics B-cells in
the immune system with scripts on monitor nodes that follow the status of the sensor nodes in the
system. The monitor nodes can find failure by examining the statistical properties of the sensor
readings. This system can adapt to the changes in the network caused by sensor failure via monitor
nodes notifying sensors of incorrect readings, allowing them to request retraining. This combination
of different node types interacting enables the system to find and react to failures [16].
Self-regeneration provides another paradigm for attaining robustness, and has been investigated
for at least the last 50 years [152]. It works in a functional framework, mainly to achieve a larger
system during development or after agent death. It is one of the main responses to agent death uti-
lized in other systems. Roth et. al. introduces a system that uses self-regeneration to self-organize,
growing from a stem cell into an intelligent behaving organism [126]. The system is comprised of
cells that replicate based on chemical signaling received from the surrounding environment. Since
the replication control is sensitive to the environment it will cause the system to grow from a sin-
gle stem cell to the desired size. This algorithmic control will also cause the system to regenerate
after cells are (artificially) removed. Replicating upon need is considered a system-level repair
mechanism and is different from repair mechanisms of the cell itself, which we include in HADES.
The focus in [126] is on the growth and organization of the system as opposed to the later fault
processing that is the main contribution of HADES.
The use of self-regeneration for development is described in [97]. In this system artificial chem-
icals are used to control movement of cells on a lattice, and grouped with the regenerative abilities
the system is able to retain a specific shape despite dying cells. The ability of the system to obtain
a specified shape despite dying cells is referred to in that work as self-repair. This use of the term
self-repair is to be differentiated from the more fundamental definition, as is used in biology and
will be used in our system: the cellular level repair. In cellular level repair, a self-replicating cell
or agent uses error correction to make changes to itself to ensure that it grows into the proper form
[61]. The system self-repair is but one consequence of the agent-level repair.
Self-regeneration can also replace dying agents in a general three-dimensional lattice using
artificial presence chemicals [56]. When an agent dies, the lack of chemical in its location will
cause the neighbors to regenerate to solve the problem of agent death. In HADES the use of presence
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chemicals is advanced to a more efficient form by allowing the presence chemicals to linger rather
than removing them with each step. This enables our agents to also recognize the center of the
shape and thus keep a coherent shape without using the previously required ordering [56]. HADES
includes a deeper sense of self-death, mutations, and communication protocols.
In [88] regeneration, repair, and death are combined to create an artificial organism as the first
step toward hardware with the ability to remove surrounding agents that may be faulty. The cells in
the system are organized in a grid. One form of repair involves disabling all cells in the column of
the faulty cell after transferring their functions to the cells in the column to their right, essentially
using death to repair the organism. The other form of repair is internal, used to combat failure of the
artificial molecules that control cellular actions. This repair is accomplished by removing the faulty
molecule and then rearranging the remaining ones until a spare is reached, ending with the same
number of molecules as was used before the failure [88]. This approach lacks sufficient flexibility
in agent movement. It also requires spare agents to be kept to the side until needed, instead of
creating them as necessary. This system does not give cells the ability to decide their own death,
which we know from biology and multi-agent systems can be quite dangerous. We thus improve
by utilizing similar mechanisms overall, such as internal repair, regeneration, and death, but with
allowing the agents to decide when to die themselves. The fact that they keep spare agents to the
side is something for us to consider should we move from simulation to real system, although from
[144] we have seen that there are other ways to accomplish the same effect.
Agent death is not only a problem to the system, but can be a desired property when the system
has to decrease in size or when agents are destroyed and act irregularly. When death is desired, self-
destruction is preferred over agents killing other agents, providing more robust behavior [80]. [144]
describes a self-managing system proposed by NASA that uses self-destruction as a last resort to
deal with damage. This system first tries to self-repair, but if the repair fails a self-death mechanism
is deployed to remove the broken agent. This self-death is implemented by a constant stay alive
signal, such that if an agent no longer receives the signal it will self-destruct. In [88], regeneration,
repair, and death are combined to create an artificial organism as the first step toward hardware with
the ability to remove surrounding agents that may be faulty. One form of repair involves disabling
all cells in the column of the faulty cell after transferring their functions to the cells in the column to
their right, essentially using death to repair the organism. The other form of repair is internal, used
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to combat failure of the artificial molecules that control cellular actions. This repair is accomplished
by removing the faulty molecule and then rearranging the remaining ones until a spare is reached,
ending with the same number of molecules as was used before the failure [88].
HADES entices death as well but via the use of communication protocols, thus not requiring
agents to know exactly which other agents are faulty. In [144] self-death is a default that occurs
if an override is not received. Since irregularity is not the norm in most systems, this technique
will continuously flood the system with messages to every agent. However in our system messages
are utilized in the opposite way by being sent when irregularity has occurred and only to agents in
that area, thus decreasing the overall messages that must be sent. We are thus able to maintain our
system by suggesting death to surrounding agents and over time removing all faulty ones. Overall,
HADES uses a unique combination of death, repair, regeneration, movement, and communication
to retain itself by giving agents the utmost control over these actions.
4.3 HADES - The System
HADES is a three-dimensional lattice of agents that act locally to achieve citizenship goals.
Agents clone themselves to replace any neighboring agents who have been removed from the system
to ensure a complete system as often as possible. To decrease the number of times agents clone
themselves, and thus reduce the chance of error over time that occur due to the cloning process,
agents do not clone themselves immediately when a neighbor disappears.
Agents also aim to maintain self-health by testing for failures that are represented by mutations
to life protocols and either repairing them or inducing self-death if they are not repaired. Each agent
also has a goal to retain basic distance from surrounding agents. This distance is maintained by not
moving or replicating into a location closer to its neighbors than the specified distance. The system
also aims to maintain itself as one cohesive unit. Agents move or create a copy of themselves in a
direction closest to the highest density of surrounding agents, to ensure that agents do not become
isolated. Finally, the agents also initiate and transfer signals among themselves to facilitate the goal
of maintaining the overall system health by decreasing the number of irregular agents.
To achieve these goals each agent follows a series of basic protocols that focus on the internal
state of the agent. These protocols are cloning, self-testing, repair, suppression, self-death, space
maintenance, and movement. The basic protocols are highly inter-regulated, as will be seen below.
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Other agent protocols consider the environment and communication with neighbors, and will be
described in section 4.4.1. The basic protocols are inspired by cellular biology, but are applicable
for other self-regenerating multi-agent systems as each protocol relates to a need within multi-agent
systems. We next describe how they are used to achieve an agent’s goals, and how they each
represent general multi-agent systems.
4.3.1 Agent Cloning
All agents share the goal of keeping the equilibrium of the system. This goal is accomplished
by cloning, which relates to the biological mechanism of proliferating cells. A probability controls
how frequently each agent attempts to clone itself if there is a neighboring unoccupied location, to
ensure that it neither clones too quickly nor too slowly. The rate of cloning is a system parameter that
can be changed and the Results section will show how it affects the state of the system. Mutation
to a single basic protocol may occur with small probability during cloning, which will cause the
newly created agent to function incorrectly in some way. This alteration to the agent’s functioning
is further discussed in Section 4.4.
Since cloning is a fundamental operation and its failure can cause significant damage, there is
a specialized mechanism called the “suppression” protocol for controlling the effect of mutating
the cloning protocol. If an agent attempts to clone itself more frequently than the given probability
allows, the suppression mechanism will halt the replication. Thus an agent can only create too many
clones of itself if both the cloning protocol and the suppression protocol are mutated, thus utilizing
double mechanisms for agent robustness.
4.3.2 Internal Agent Repair
Agents maintain their own functioning by monitoring any damage to the protocols from muta-
tion during cloning. When a mutation is detected internally, the agent attempts to repair the damaged
protocol. If the repair mechanism continuously fails, the agent recognizes that it may not be func-
tioning correctly and will attempt to remove itself from the system so that it does not damage the
system. The agent is therefore preserving the system health by preserving its own health. In the
case where the death protocol is damaged the use of external communication will be required, as
will be discussed later in the chapter.
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4.3.3 Maintaining Enough Agents
Each agent in HADES requires a spatial buffer around itself. No normal agent will move to
a coordinate if another agent exists on an adjacent location. Also, a daughter agent will only be
created if there is an empty location with no agents adjacent to it. If an agent becomes adjacent
to another agent despite these efforts, that agent will attempt to move away if it can do so without
encroaching on another agent’s space.
Space is not usually the deciding factor in an agent system. However, this spatial buffer is an
analogy for multiple aspects of a multi-agent system: the requirement of a certain amount of agents
to perform the needed tasks, and for agents to be properly dispersed among different aspects of the
task to properly run in a distributed fashion. Thus, if there are too many agents within an area, then
there are a lot of wasted resources and the agents that need to perform that area’s duties will not be
able to succeed. Also, if there are too few agents in the system then it will not be able to perform all
tasks.
4.3.4 Presence Signals
An agent maintains the cohesiveness of the system by maintaining the shortest possible distance
between itself and the center of the system. This organization is accomplished via presence signals
that all agents passively emit. The areas closest to the agent will therefore have a stronger presence.
Presence signals are continuously diffusing in all directions for a specific radius and time period.
These signals can thus be used to determine the proximity between agents, and the direction of the
center of mass.
Presence signals will diffuse as in Algorithm 4.1, with the concentration of the chemical slowly
increasing at each time step by MAX RADIUSρ for each location within the distance. We used a
MAX RADIUS of 5,  of 1, and ρ of 2. MAX RADIUS represents the total radius a presence
signal can travel, and thus once the signal reaches this distance from the sender the signal strength
will be steady at each location until the emitting agent moves or dies. When an agent moves or dies,
the signal will slowly decrease toward the original spot at the same rate that it diffused out.
The presence signals act with cloning and spatial availability to maintain the correct number of
agents within the desired organization of space. Since agents are allowed to move to a neighboring
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Algorithm 4.1 Presence Signal Diffusion
1: S = timecurrent − timelastmove
2: if S <MAX RADIUS then
3: distance = 0
4: for S > 0 do
5: for all location(x,y,z) within distance (city block distance) do
6: Chemicals(x, y, z) = Chemicals(x, y, z) + MAX RADIUSρ
7: end for
8: S = S − 1
9: distance = distance+ 1
10: end for
11: end if
location (or task) if they are too close to another agent, these signals help them determine where the
highest concentration of other agents exists.
4.4 Irregular Agents and the Communication Protocol
In the previous section we described the basic protocols of an agent. In this section we introduce
the second type of protocol, the rescue protocol. This protocol exists primarily to counteract agents
that have obtained mutations but have neither repaired those mutations nor removed themselves
from the system. Although every individual mutation can be problematic, the worst case is when all
basic protocols are mutated and the agent becomes irregular. An irregular agent will:
1. Continuously attempt to clone itself, within some higher probability
2. Refuse to repair itself
3. Not remove itself when repair fails
4. Ignore spatial/resource regulations
An irregular agent will continue to clone itself since it can neither repair nor kill itself, thus
spreading its damaged basic protocol to its daughters. This behavior will quickly create a cluster
of irregular agents. The probability of creating an irregular agent from a normal agent is incredibly
low (based on the cloning and mutation probabilities) since to prevent the agent from repairing
mutations the basic protocols must be ruined in a particular order: first it must lose the ability to
repair errors, then it must lose the ability to remove itself due to that repair failure, then it must
lose the ability to slow down its cloning rate, and last it must lose the mechanism that prevents it
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from over cloning. Once an irregular agent has been introduced into the system it will create too
many clones of itself, paying no respect to available space or diffused presence signals and will
quickly take over the system, similar to what was shown in the previous section with cancer cells.
An irregular agent in essence “pushes” a normal agent into an adjoining lattice location if it is in its
way, causing it to lose its desired space, which may hinder its ability to clone itself. Therefore, the
normal agent count will slowly decrease since they cannot replenish the numbers.
An irregular agent is essentially stealing resources and tasks away from correctly functioning
agents, as they grow to a relatively large number in a single area of the system and do not participate
in any system goals. Agents are not able to know if their neighbor is irregular, although if a “push”
occurs they will know that there is an irregular agent nearby. Since irregular agents form a cluster
that pushes agents closer to their neighbors as it expands, they will continue to exert physical pres-
sure on the same area of the system. We propose taking advantage of this style of growth to find a
solution that inhibits the irregular agents and supports the normal agents, based on the communica-
tion paradigm developed for removing cancer cells in the previous chapter. The environment and
signaling algorithms will therefore enable the agents to become active citizens through maintaining
their own health, monitoring neighboring agent health, and maintaining the system health. This res-
cue protocol sends signals that encourage neighboring agents to die. The goal is to determine how
these signals should be sent such that healthy agents will remain while irregular agents are removed.
4.4.1 Rescue Protocol Communication
We propose a rescue protocol aimed at saving the system from the over-creation of irregular
agents. Agents that suspect irregularity will alert surrounding agents by sending a signal. The
receiving agents interpret this signal as a statement of irregularity in the area. If an agent receives
this announcement multiple times it will conclude that it may be the problem and should activate its
programmed death. Agents do not know the sender of the signals they receive, and when they send
a signal it is to all agents in the surrounding area. This communication style is inspired by biology
[50].
The first communication protocol within the rescue protocol is called PLEASE DIE, and is initiated
by healthy agents that sense irregularity when their space is invaded by a neighbor’s “push.” This
type of invasion occurs when a neighboring agent moves to the space an agent is occupying, causing
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that agent to be moved to surrounding buffer space. Due to normal agents maintaining space the
invading agent will either be an irregular agent or a normal agent that has been pushed and therefore
forced to move. If a pushed agent does not have empty space around it, it will push a neighboring
agent in the same direction. This chain effect will continue to occur until an agent is pushed that
has an open space surrounding it.
It is beneficial for an agent to only die after a specified number of signals ( > 1 ) are received so
that no one agent can directly kill another one. For this purpose a threshold is used:
A Threshold of Signals (TOS) for signal type S is a local variable such that:
1. an agent may only activate self-death from receiving signals once the sum of all received
strengths of type S reaches the TOS for type S.
2. the TOS for type S is greater than the max strength of a signal of type S.
4.4.2 Double Messaging
One may assume that the PLEASE DIE signal suffices for restoring the system. However, this
assumption is not the case as shown in Chapter 3. We thus propose a novel double message system
where in addition to the PLEASE DIE signal generated by a pushed normal agent, a secondary signal
is applied. This second signal called I’M DYING is sent by an agent when it is dying from receiving
a signal. The I’M DYING signal is used to alert neighboring agents that they may want to consider
dying as well. This method takes advantage of the cluster structure of irregular agents: neighboring
agents may be descendants or ancestors of the dying irregular agent, and are therefore likely to also
be irregular.
For the rescue protocol to remove all irregular agents and retain a large percentage of healthy
agents the I’M DYING signal must be sent by both healthy and irregular agents that die. When no
agents send I’M DYING signals the system collapses with no normal agents remaining. When the
irregular agents can not send I’M DYING signals and only the normal agents send them, all normal
agents are killed as well. When dying normal agents do not send an I’M DYING signal the irregular
agents will eventually increase while the normal agents decrease. Therefore, it is necessary to have
the PLEASE DIE signal and all agents must be able to send the I’M DYING signal for the system to be
able to remove the irregular agents.
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Algorithm 4.2 Signal propagation for rescue protocol
1: distance = 1
2: for distance < radius do
3: for all (x,y,z) location ∈ distance do
4: send signal of strength: strength− (distance ∗ 12∗radius )
5: end for
6: distance = distance+ 1
7: end for
When an agent receives a signal it will always correctly identify the signal type. The two types
of signals exist together, but are not combined and do not affect each other. They each have their
own TOS value, as well as their own parameters.
4.4.3 Signal Parameters
Rescue signals are sent in the system for a specific radius in all directions. The strength de-
creases slightly with each additional distance the signal travels before reaching the radius.
The radius of a signal defines the maximum distance over which the signal is received. The strength
of a signal represents the value that is associated with it, and is decreased as it travels further from
the source.
Both PLEASE DIE and I’M DYING signals travel as in Algorithm 4.2. The strength and radius are
varied in experiments. PLEASE DIE is only sent after a “push,” whereas I’M DYING is only sent when an
agent is dying due to receiving signals. Both signals can also be received at any time step and may
induce self-death. A low radius and strength coupled with a high TOS will result in many signals
needing to be received before an agent will decide to die. However, a high radius and strength
coupled with a low TOS value will have the opposite effect. Radius and strength can be different
for each type of signal. Precise definitions of high and low for these parameters are determined in
Section 4.6.
We will initially assume that all agents will die when the total of signals received reaches the
appropriate TOS value. Given the mutation probability, very few irregular agents would also mutate
the rescue protocol if it was an option. Also, such a mutation is only harmful if it occurs in an
irregular agent, since deaths of healthy agents are considered unfavorable. However, we also test
how well the rescue protocol works for removing irregular agents if irregular agents do not always
follow the protocol, as well as if there is a delay in agents sending the initial signals.
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4.5 Model Flow
Figure 4.1. The basic action controls for a healthy agent at each time step.
The simulation progresses by time ticks, and although agent decisions are implemented se-
quentially, the actual actions occur in parallel. There are two different sets of actions that can be
performed: at each time step one action from the first set may be chosen, and multiple actions from
the second step may be chosen (see Figure 4.1). The first set of actions, only one of which may be
performed at a time is:
1. Repair: occurs if the agent is damaged. With every repair attempt there is a 0.5 probability of
failure.
2. Death/Removal: occurs by three mechanisms. Death can occur when an agent has been
unable to repair its basic protocols. It can also occur with a small probability, to include other
causes of death such as age. The third mechanism is via rescue protocol death signals sent by
surrounding agents.
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Normal Normal Irregular Irregular
Ratio Cloning Death Cloning Death
6 0.05-0.15 0.0024 - 0.0048 0.3 - 0.9 0.0001 - 0.0002
10 0.03 - 0.09 0.0024 - 0.0048 0.3 - 0.9 0.0001 - 0.0002
20 0.015 - 0.045 0.0024 - 0.0048 0.3 - 0.9 0.0001 - 0.0002
Table 4.1. Agent parameter values used in this study. Each line will be referred to in the text by the
ratio, which is the irregular cloning rate divided by the healthy cloning rate. Each agent may vary
by up to 10% from its creator, but must remain within the given ranges.
Rescue Protocol Parameters
Irregular I’M DYING Normal I’M DYING Normal PLEASE DIE
Num Distance Strength Distance Strength Distance Strength
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 1 2 1 1
3 1 2 1 2 1 2
4 1 3 1 3 1 3
5 2 3 1 2 1 2
Table 4.2. Parameter sets for the communication protocol.
3. Cloning: occurs if there is available space and suppression is not activated. The preferred
probability of cloning is tested in Section 4.6. With each instance of cloning there is a 0.0001
probability of mutation. It is randomly decided with equal probability which basic protocol
to mutate among all protocols that are not currently mutated.
4. Movement: occurs if an agent cannot replicate but there is an available adjacent space with a
higher concentration of presence signals than its current spot, representing a space closer to
the center of mass.
In addition to one of the above operations, at each time tick an agent is also able to perform the
following actions in parallel: emit presence signals, and participate in rescue protocol.
4.6 Results
4.6.1 Simulation Details
For the following simulations we ran HADES as a cube bounded to size 40x40x40 units. A
total of 8,000 healthy agents can reside in this cube at any given time since we chose the inherent
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Pairs of Thresholds
Normal 4 4 5 6 6
Irregular 4 6 6 6 16
Table 4.3. TOS tested with each parameter set.
distance between agents to be 2. Thus, agents only reside on every other coordinate and consider
the surrounding empty spaces as buffers. However, since irregular agents do not adhere to these
space constraints, they can total 64,000.
Simulations were conducted to determine the signal parameters, replication probability, and var-
ious algorithmic properties that would result in eliminating the threat of irregular agents and retain-
ing the population of healthy agents in the given scenario. All simulations ran for 8000 time ticks.
Twenty different runs were executed with different random number generator seeds for each set of
parameters evaluated. All probabilities are implemented via a pseudo random number generator.
We chose the Mersenne Twister RNG, as it has a long period (219937 − 1) and “good” randomness
[93]. Although the TOS values for the PLEASE DIE and I’M DYING signals are separate, they were tested
with the same values. Therefore, a given TOS value refers to the value that the PLEASE DIE TOS and the
I’M DYING TOS each have separately, and they are not combined in any way. In each run we recorded
the number of both irregular agents and the healthy agents since both measurements are needed to
accurately describe the state of the system.
The agent values used can be seen in Table 4.1. These are divided into three different replication
ratios. The ratio of six denotes that irregular agents replicate six times more frequently than a
normally functioning agent, which is the best case scenario. The worse case scenario of twenty
allows irregular agents to replicate 20 times more frequently than normal agents. Within each ratio
is a given range representing the minimum and maximum allowed, with agents varying by up to
10% from their creator’s value. Additionally, irregular agents are less likely to undergo death, but
are more likely to remain in the system causing problems. This is again a worst case scenario.
4.6.2 Removal of Irregular Agents
We first analyze in what scenarios the communication is able to remove irregular agents from
the system. In Figure 4.2 we see that in most cases we have a high percentage of experiments that
ended in success, i.e., all irregular agents were destroyed without destroying all normal agents. The
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(a) Ratio of 6 (b) Ratio of 10
(c) Ratio of 20
Figure 4.2. Percentage of experiments with success, defined by all irregular agents removed without
all normally functioning agents removed. See Table 4.6.1 for parameter sets. Each bar represents a
different threshold for dying from signaling, denoted by “normal/irregular.”
case of lower replication ratio (Fig. 4.2(a)) resulted in higher percentage of success than the middle
replication ratio (Fig. 4.2(b)), which resulted in a higher percentage of success than the highest
replication ratio (Fig. 4.2(c)). However, even in the highest replication ratio we see that overall
there is at least 60% success in removal of irregular agents.
It is also shown that a higher TOS value does not necessarily equate to a lower success rate. In
most cases there is no decrease in success when the irregular agents require more signals to die,
or when both types of agents require more signals to die. We would expect a higher TOS value to
correlate with lower success rates. In all but the ratio of 20 we do see a slightly decrease in success
rate as we raise TOS.
The highest parameter set, correlating with the highest distance and strength for both signal
types, leads to 100% success almost across the board. The only case in which this statement doesn’t
hold is with the highest ratio of 20 and the highest TOS for both agent types. It therefore seems likely
that this higher distance and strength is the ideal set of parameters for removing irregular agents in
this type of system.
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Figure 4.3. The percent of experiments with success on the most successful dataset when irregular
agents either ignore signals received (blue) or do not send I’M DYING messages (green). The system
can still succeed in removing all irregular agents if either irregular agents ignore at most 68% of
messages received, or they do not send I’M DYING messages 72% of the time.
4.6.3 Robustness
We do not want to assume that irregular agents will always follow the rules. Thus, we also allow
them to fail in two different ways: not sending I’M DYING signals when they die from the communica-
tion, and ignoring the PLEASE DIE and I’M DYING messages they receive from their neighboring agents.
As can be seen in Figure 4.3, we can allow these agents to fail in each of these ways the majority
of the time and still succeed in removing them. Thus the communication protocol for this system is
quite robust to each agent failing to follow the protocol when they have already failed in the defined
ways that make them irregular.
We also allow the protocol itself to only activate once a certain percentage of the system has
been overrun by irregular agents (Figure 4.4). If we wait until 50% of the system is inhabited by
irregular agents to activate the communication, we are still able to remove them completely with
either the lowest or highest TOS. However, past 50% with the highest TOS values we are no longer
able to guarantee success, although we can guarantee it for the lowest TOS. As we continue to delay
until the communication is started, the percent of success decreases. However, even when we delay
until 80% of the system is overrun, we are still able to remove the irregular agents from the system.
Thus, the system is robust to the communication protocol being slow to activate.
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Figure 4.4. The percent of experiments with success on the most successful dataset when signals
are not used until some percentage of the system has been overrun with irregular agents. Even
when waiting until 50% of the system has irregular agents, the system is still able to remove them
completely.
4.7 Conclusions
HADES is a cancer inspired multi-agent system that is able to control and protect itself via
basic protocols and a rescue communication protocol. Its basic protocols control the cloning, repair,
movement, and self-induced death that govern each agent in the system. These protocols would be
sufficient to control HADES if errors were not possible. However, since each cloning event has a
probability of mutation, the system must be fault tolerant to deal with completely mutated agents.
The rescue protocol has therefore been designed to allow agents to influence the death of neighbors
due to violation of spatial buffers, enabling the system to self-maintain despite irregular agents. It
allows agents to send anonymous messages within a radius to all other agents, mimicking chemical
diffusion seen in nature. Our mechanism of inducing self-death/removal is designed such that it
could be applied to any self-regenerating system, making it a valuable tool for multi-agent systems.
During the design of the rescue protocol and numerous simulations we found that in order to
fully extinguish the irregular agents, the protocol should include two kinds of signaling: PLEASE
DIE and I’M DYING . In the first an agent that recognizes irregularity surrounding it sends PLEASE DIE
messages, and in the second an agent that is going to die announces its death to the environment as
a way of transferring the alert for irregularity to its neighbors. Without this combined set of signals,
the system would not be able to remove an entire cluster of irregular agents while maintaining the
overall system health. We tested the system on a variety of basic protocol parameters, as well
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as rescue protocol parameters. The results show that even as we give the system more difficult
situations where irregular agents have increasing advantages over normal agents, the system is still
able to remove all of the irregular agents at least 60% of the time. In the easiest case where irregular
agents only clone themselves six times more frequently than normal agents, the system is able to
remove all irregular agents 100% of the time in most cases. The results also show that the rescue
protocol can remove all irregular agents consistently, given the correct rescue protocol parameters
(set five).
HADES was also perturbed by allowing irregular agents to fail by either ignoring received
messages or not sending the I’M DYING message upon removal from the system. In both cases the
system is able to remove the irregular agents as long as they follow the protocols approximately 30%
of the time. The system is also able to remove all irregular agents even when the rescue protocol
is not active until 50% of the system is filled with irregular agents. Thus the rescue protocols are
robust to failures within itself, and we do not need to assume that irregular agents always follow
those protocols either.
Although our system is inspired by biology, the solution is designed for general multi-agent
systems with citizenship where the agents share the goal of keeping the system functioning. As
an autonomous sensor network, [16] is an example of this type of system. The improved sensor
networks will be able to determine if incorrect data is initiated from a specific group of sensors, and
thus send messages to shut them down. These sensors can then be repaired and re-introduced into
the system. Another application for our rescue protocol is improving distributed software by adding
real time repair. For instance, the system may have a process that runs concurrently to its other
processes that enables it to declare fellow processes as damaged. This repair can be in the form of
killing the process and then restarting a new one, as in HADES. A system that corrects C and C++
code as it runs was proposed in [102]. It does so by replicating the programs and comparing results
from each replication, only using results with a majority agreement.
Repair mechanisms can also facilitate self-organization in agent systems as demonstrated in
[120, 119]. A group of cooperative autonomous agents working toward a system level goal can
benefit from repair controlled self-organization. For instance, if a single agent’s decision making
fails it will put pressure on the system by providing incorrect output that could damage the system’s
organization. This output can eventually be repelled by the other agents via the rescue protocol,
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enabling the agents to re-organize the system after resetting or re-creating the faulty agent. We can
improve on many systems that require continuous functioning in this way, as long as the control
structures have relative autonomy. We therefore use simple rules of communication to respond to
faults within a multi-agent system such that the system is able to recover from those faults.
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CHAPTER 5
EMOTIONS FOR PREDATOR PREY
5.1 Introduction
Collective behavior can refer to both human and animal tendencies to influence each other’s
behavior. In this chapter we are interested in collective animal behavior that leads to improved
species survival within a predator-prey system. A major topic of population dynamics, the study
of the development of either a single or multiple interacting species, is the cycling of predator and
prey populations. Predator-prey dynamics relate to a wide variety of ecological situations, from
microbial phagocytosis to lions and gazelles. Most often predator-prey systems are built to describe
animal species, with at least one species as prey and one as predator; however, they are not limited
to describing only two species. The Lotka-Volterra [86] equations are commonly used to model this
type of interaction, and are based on the classic logistic equation. However, it has been argued that
these equations are not sufficient for modeling natural phenomena [83].
Cellular Automata (CA) offer a popular mechanism to analyze population dynamics as they
directly represent spatial interactions between entities [71]. CA allow the creation of rules for
determining how an entity will interact with its neighbors. The most popular version of a self-
regenerating cellular automaton is the Game of Life, developed by Conway [55]. In the Game of
Life cells are created or removed for the next time step based on the number of neighbors the cell
has in the current time step. Although the rules can be completely defined in a single sentence,
the dynamics are complex and still not completely understood. This ability of CA to give rise to
complex dynamics via simple rules enhances its desirability for modeling complex phenomena,
assuming that the appropriate simple rules can be designed. Thus, in population dynamics models,
entities can explicitly exist on a grid and interact with specific neighbors. The system not only
knows how many of each species is in the system, but to what extent they are mixed. The world can
either be viewed as a torus with periodic boundary conditions or a bounded box that may or may
not be square. A torus is beneficial for analysis and computation as all cells have the same number
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of neighbors. However, in many ways a bounded region is more realistic, as the ecosystem of a set
of species will not extend completely around the world but instead exist in some localized area.
We introduce intra-species disease transmission and emotion-inspired rules for our predator and
prey (foxes and rabbits) model. Real populations in nature are subject to epidemic diseases, a num-
ber of which can cross species. Such diseases have significant effects at the level of individual
behavior and population dynamics. Evidence suggests that a primary contributor to the evolution
of the emotion disgust is protection from the risk of disease [34]. We explore the relationship be-
tween disease transmission and emotional response. For collective behavior to arise information is
shared between conspecifics (members of the same species) and individual decisions are made on
that information. The information shared is in the form of emotions, and both rabbits and foxes
make decisions considering their emotions and the shared emotions. Emotions are affected by en-
vironmental events, and thus represent a high level of information about the environment. The
development of emotions in higher animals has been conjectured to originate for purposes of sur-
vival in basic scenarios such as predator-prey [15, 87], and thus emotionally-inspired rules are a
natural extension to the traditional CA framework. Although they have been suggested previously
for CA [3] and have the potential to increase our ability to accurately depict changes within an
ecosystem, we are unaware of any work utilizing emotions in the context of predator-prey dynamics
modeled within a CA framework.
Similarly, in the last few years it has been suggested that emotions constitute an important part
of adaptive decision making systems, contradicting the older view that emotions typically interfere
with decision making [36, 132]. Case studies reported that people who suffered injury to or loss of
areas of the brain related to emotion also experienced impaired decision making [13]. Instead of
showing the benefit of decision making to only an individual when emotions are involved as is done
in these studies, we examine the benefit of emotions for the group.
Thus, we choose to include the six basic universal emotions defined by Ekman [45] to our rab-
bits and foxes: happiness, sadness, fear, anger, disgust, and surprise. Emotions occur in response to
specific world events, such as the happiness of food consumption and the fear of predator encroach-
ment. Additionally, we enable conspecific communication of emotions to aid in coordination and
cooperation. In other words, the emotional state of a member of a species will be communicated to
a member of the same species within a restricted surrounding, and affect their emotional state.
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We consider this approach to emotional communication as an efficient way of transferring infor-
mation that is crucial for the survival of the group, and analyze two different techniques for sharing
emotion: direct sharing from neighbors, and stigmergic sharing [98]. Our goal is to determine which
modeling approaching leads to the best collaboration within a species. Although our individuals are
inherently selfish in that they make the best decision for themselves, our results show that commu-
nication of emotion can increase collective behavior for both predator and prey. Additionally, we
show that it is in the best interest of both rabbits and foxes to use emotion when they do not know
if the other species will use emotion, and explain this conclusion in terms of a population dynamics
version of the classic Prisoner’s Dilemma problem.
In this chapter we first describe related work in the fields of population dynamics, cellular au-
tomata, and emotions. We then describe our model in detail, including the two forms of communi-
cation and our evaluation mechanisms. Finally we discuss results and conclude.
5.2 Previous Work
Cellular automata have been modified to simulate and analyze many topics, with one of the
first being von Neumanns description of self-replicating automata [152], which has been built upon
extensively. One such extension is the work of Petraglio toward creating a cellular automata capable
of performing arithmetic operations by using self-replication of the cells [115]. They have also been
utilized for biological modeling of ants, where the floor is a set of CA controlling the ant movement
“above” them [125].
Although these extensions maintained the traditional uniformity of all cells conforming to the
same rules, CAs have also been extended such that each cell can run a different set of rules [140]. In
Sipper’s work this extension is used to evolve cellular automata capable of performing their desired
computations. Additionally, all cells do not necessarily have to be updated synchronously, i.e. with
all cells updating in parallel. However, the results of the system will vary based on the whether or
not updates are synchronous [134]. Synchronous and asynchronous updates can also be combined,
where many different asynchronous updates are performed within a single synchronous step [62].
Arguments exist for the structure imposed by both synchronous and asynchronous CAs [73, 134].
Step-driven methods for asynchronous updates include different strategies for sweeping the cells to
perform updates. Directional sweeps provide a simple strategy whereby cells are updated according
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to their spatial order. Alternative sweeping techniques include fixed random sweeps and uniform
choice, both randomization strategies. Both strategies are similar with the primary difference being
replacement, which does not occur in the former, but does in the latter. A discussion of the practical
implications of update ordering is presented in the next section.
An additional extension to CA is for population dynamics modeling, as CA allow the spatial
environment to be directly modeled and thus for each entity to have specific neighbors with which
to interact. The interaction of species living in symbiosis can be modeled with CA [4], as well as the
growth and death of single species [148]. Typical results exhibit dynamics of populations growing
and declining over time.
Predator-prey models often depend on spatial interaction and thus can benefit from CA model-
ing. Multiple interacting species move around the grid, with predator chasing prey. In some models,
movement is purely defined by the birth of new entities into neighboring cells [39, 48], whereas
other models allow individuals to actively move around the grid [40, 67]. We will allow two of our
species to actively move (rabbits and foxes), and one to only move by reproduction (carrots).
Predator-prey models are usually based on the Lotka-Volterra equations [86], and thus they will
allow for reproduction and death. Often the prey’s need for food is either ignored or empty space is
considered food [40, 48, 39]. It is also possible to require that reproduction occur during the same
time step as eating [67]. Although a classic CA model would be completely based on neighbors
for deciding actions, most predator-prey models are probabilistic [40]. The interactions between
predator and prey can be greatly influenced by how prey chooses between avoiding predators and
finding food [14].
For predator-prey dynamics in a CA it can be useful to analyze the patterns created in the system.
This can include how the number of predators and prey fluctuate in the system over time with
differing parameters, as well as how mixed they are spatially [39, 67]. Results from [39] indicate
that a combination of Lotka-Volterra, an individual’s ability to change, and the spatial structure
of the CA give rise to both predators and prey self-organizing into self-sustaining patterns. It has
also been proposed that taking the environment into account significantly affects results, potentially
making them more realistic as living creatures naturally have outside influences other than a predator
or prey [48].
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CA models do not always have a single entity in each cell, although that is the most common
approach [40, 67]. It is also possible to superimpose several layers, each corresponding to a different
entity, similar to a population dynamics meta-population model [42, 48]. In this case there will be
fluctuations in the percentage of a cell that is each type of entity. It is unclear whether this approach
is more or less realistic than a single entity per cell model, although this multi-layer structure allows
an easier approximation of differential equations to model fluctuations within each cell [42, 48].
However, it has been argued that a CA model can provide better results than a partial differential
equation model [67], and they are viewed as the norm for spatial predator-prey models.
A goal within the predator-prey modeling community is to move toward more realistic models.
One possible previously unexamined direction is to include emotion-based features for each species
in the environment. Although there are a number of human psychological theories of emotion
[45, 118, 124], it is generally agreed that emotions serve the purpose of increasing our ability to
interact with our environment in a successful manner. CA have been studied with emotions in
the past for investigating the behavior of an individual. For instance, the interaction of individual
emotions within a single person was studied using a CA to determine how they work together to
influence an individual’s behavior [3]. Emotions have also been studied as part of an artificial entity
modeled with a CA [38]. The goal of our study is to introduce emotions to a species by including
rules on how each individual gains and updates emotions, how the emotions of the individuals are
shared with other conspecifics, and how each member changes its behavior locally based on its
emotional state. The outcome is a coordinated group of individuals that act like a complex system
with shared emotions. Such experimentation may be of importance both in understanding evolution
of competing species as well as in coordinating multi-robot systems.
Rolls has argued that human emotions have ten functions, including reflexive behaviors and
motivation [124]. These functions are advantageous for predators and prey as well, causing them to
react quickly when near the other. It has been suggested that human emotions were initially evolved
due to the need to survive, showing many commonalities with both the reaction of prey to predator
and predator to prey [118, 87]. Although there have been arguments that any defensive action in a
prey represents emotions, more recently that view has been modulated to instead argue that although
this may not always be the case, it is still likely that initial reactions to threat in animals can precede
emotions [15].
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Collective animal behavior is often studied from a few different perspectives: examining bi-
ological causes of collective behavior in animals [98], examining how to build models to capture
collective behavior [31], and being inspired by collective behavior [18]. Often these overlap, as
more recent interdisciplinary efforts use modeling to help decipher the biological phenomena and
create a better understanding of what underlying mechanisms can result in various forms of collec-
tive behavior.
We therefore study computational emotions in the predator-prey context via a CA by including
rules on how each individual gains and updates emotions, how the emotions of the individuals are
shared with other conspecifics, and how each member changes its behavior locally based on its emo-
tional state. Groups of prey in real situations will exchange information about their surroundings,
increasing their likelihood of survival [141]. In the proposed model, the communicated emotions
will include hints about a variety of survival conditions such as satisfaction (from food), fear (from
predator), and disgust (from food poisoning). These emotions will result in behavior directing the
individual to move in the best direction for survival. We hypothesize that the outcome will be a
coordinated group of individuals.
5.3 Our Model
We use a four-species CA model to examine predator-prey dynamics in an environment that rep-
resents disease and where emotions are developed individually and communicated to neighboring
conspecifics. Each point in the model may hold a single entity from any species at any given point
in time. For ease of description we will label our primary species as rabbits, foxes, and carrots.
All are able to reproduce and die, and foxes and rabbits are also able to move. Empty spaces (the
fourth species, vacancies, as described in the literature) represent an area where the other species
may reproduce or move. Our grid structure is defined as a torus, and thus there are no corners
requiring special treatment. Each individual’s next step is determined based on probabilities and
their neighbors within the Moore neighborhood (8 neighbors), as suggested to be ideal by [27]. The
implementation of the CA is asynchronous. The model world is shown in Figure 5.1 to demon-
strate the non-uniformity of the distribution of entities within the simulation. By using stochastic
movements on a toroidal grid the potential for structure induced by directional sweeps is essentially
removed.
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Figure 5.1. Simulation world at multiple time steps shows the dynamics of model, and how it may
differ between a world (a) without emotion, (b) without fox emotion but with rabbit emotion, (c)
with fox emotion but without rabbit emotion, and (d) a world with fox and rabbit emotion. Vacant
squares are in black, carrots are in dark gray, rabbits are in gray, and foxes are in white.
At the start of the first simulation, foxes, rabbits, and carrots are placed randomly such that no
individuals overlap. Carrots are food for rabbits, rabbits are food for foxes, and foxes are at the top
of the food chain. For simplicity all reproduction is asexual. Some aspects of the model results may
be slightly less realistic as a result, but as the goal is to examine the use of a modeling technique
instead of directly modeling a specific environment, our hypotheses can be equally tested in either
case. A predator eats a prey when it moves to the prey’s position. Once all of a species have been
eaten, no more of that species can come into being in the system (Figure 5.2(a)). However, as long
as there is still at least one of a species alive it is possible for it to reproduce to create a new one
(Figure 5.2(b)).
Both rabbits and foxes may starve, and therefore the number of carrots in the model can strongly
affect the overall dynamics of the system. We choose an adequate reproduction rate and initial
number of carrots such that rabbits are unlikely to starve due to inability to find food. Each entity
is also capable of becoming diseased. Disease initiates in the carrot population, and moves to the
rabbits and then the foxes when eaten. A diseased rabbit or fox will become hungry at double the
rate of a healthy rabbit or fox, thus increasing their chance for reaching starvation and dying.
Rabbits and foxes can exist either with or without emotions. Carrots are not affected by emo-
tions. We will first describe the model without emotions, and then describe how emotions are gen-
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(a) All species survive (b) Fox population dies out
Figure 5.2. Population dynamics of the system with different parameter settings. In (a) all popu-
lation sizes tend towards non-zero attractors. In (b) the fox population crashes while the rabbit and
carrot population sizes continue to tend towards non-zero attractors.
erated and how they modify individual behaviors within the model. In our results we will compare
the scenario of no emotion with the scenario of using emotion.
5.3.1 Probabilistic and Neighbor-based Rules
At each time step, each cell occupied by a carrot will update following these rules:
• Reproduction: If it is at maturity age it produces a new carrot into a vacant adjacent square,
if one exists. Age is reset to zero.
• Disease: When a new carrot is produced it has a 0.1 probability of being diseased. If the
parent is diseased, the probability doubles.
• End of disease: Disease lasts for a minimum of 2 time steps. After that minimum time has
elapsed, there is a fixed probability Cure of disease being cured each time step.
Rabbits and foxes follow slightly more advanced rules at each time step (Figure 5.3):
• Movement: Movement occurs by computing a local gradient of preference for the surrounding
cells as seen in Equation 5.1. Species can only move to a cell containing another individual
if that individual is their food source.
gd,sp(t, x, y) = foodsp(t, xd, yd) (5.1)
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(a) Movement bias toward food (b) Asexual Reproduc-
tion
(c) Disease slows movement
Figure 5.3. Probabilistic and Neighbor-based Rules for rabbits and foxes.
where d in D = {NW,N,NE,W,E, SW,S, SE}, t is the current time, gd,sp(t, x, y) rep-
resents the preference for each direction d at time t for an individual at location (x,y), sp
∈ {rabbits, foxes}, and foodsp(t, xd, yd) returns the existence of prey for a given species,
sp, at locations in direction d from position (x,y) at time t calculated on that grid point and
its two neighbors. These preferences are converted to normalized probabilities that bias the
individual’s otherwise random movements.
• Movement rate: When diseased it will have a decreased probability of movement each time
step (DiseaseMove).
• Hunger: Hunger increases by 1 each time step it does not eat, or by 2 if it is diseased. Hunger
is decreased to zero when it eats.
• Disease: If a predator eats a diseased prey, the predator becomes diseased as well. Disease
lasts for a minimum of 2 time steps. After that time elapses there is a probability Cure of
disease being cured each time step.
• Reproduction: If it is of maturity age there is a fixed probability Rep of a new rabbit/fox
being created in a vacant adjacent square, if one exists. The individual’s age will continue to
increase until it reproduces, and then it will be reset to zero.
After all entities have followed these steps, each will increase their age by 1.
5.3.2 Individual Emotions
Rabbits and foxes can use emotion in the model, but carrots do not. Emotions are calculated
at the end of the sequence described in the previous subsection, and are used by rabbits and foxes
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Emotion Xe,sp (t,x,y)
Happiness 1 if ate prey, 0 otherwise
Sadness t - [timestep of last reproduction]
Anger exphunger
Fear (fox) Anger of neighboring foxes
Fear (rabbit) Number of neighboring cells with foxes
Disgust 1 if ate diseased prey, 0 otherwise
Surprise
∑
e
Ee(t,x,y)−Ee(t−1,x,y)
5 , where e does not include surprise
Table 5.1. Experience values affecting each emotion. For each emotion the corresponding value of
the experience variable is listed.
when determining the next movement direction as well as their probability of reproducing. They
are based on Ekman’s original six basic emotions (fear, anger, sadness, happiness, disgust, sur-
prise; [45]). Each individual maintains values of their own emotions. Emotions are independent
for both rabbits and foxes, and each emotion is affected by different experiences related to neigh-
bors, hunger, reproduction, and disease. For rabbits, fear increases with the number of surrounding
foxes. For foxes, fear increases with the amount of anger felt by surrounding foxes. Anger for each
species increases exponentially based on hunger level. Sadness increases the longer the individ-
ual has gone without reproducing. Happiness increases after food consumption. Disgust increases
when an individual is diseased. Surprise increases by the average amount of change in all of the
other five emotions from one time step to the next. The numerical values used to represent these
experiences when calculating emotions can be seen in Table 5.1. Individuals also communicate
their emotion, which can influence the emotions of other nearby individuals from their own species.
Communicated emotions of one species cannot be seen or interpreted by the other species.
An individual’s emotions are based on experiences, as well as their previous emotion and the
emotions being communicated nearby. They are computed at each time step as seen in Equation
5.2. The previous emotion and communicated emotion are both discounted, to prevent them from
overpowering newer experiences or causing monotonically increasing emotions over time.
Ee,sp(t+1, x, y) = (1−cm,sp)(Xc,sp(t, x, y)+cc,sp∗CEe,sp(t, x, y))+cm,sp∗Ee,sp(t, x, y) (5.2)
where e ∈ {fear, anger, sadness, happiness, disgust, surprise}, sp ∈ {rabbits, foxes}, Xe,sp(t, x, y)
is the unique experience of each emotion for each species (Table 5.1), cm,sp is the memory dis-
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(a) Direct Communication (b) Stigmergic Communica-
tion
Figure 5.4. The two communication styles. The ’x’ represents where an entity currently exists, and
the colored background represents the currently shared emotion at that cell (darkest is strongest).
Both images represent the state of the shared emotion from that entity after three time steps.
counting coefficient that determines what percent of the new emotion is based on new versus old
emotional information and is calculated as in Equation 5.3, cc,sp is the discounting coefficient for
communicated emotion, and CEe,sp(t, x, y) is the communicated emotion at position (x,y) at time
t as shown in Equation 5.4 and Equation 5.5. The coefficient cm,sp is bounded to [0.1,0.5] and cc,sp
is bounded to [0, 1).
cm,sp = 0.1 + 0.4 ∗ abs(Esurprise,sp(t, x, y)− Esurprise,sp(t− 1, x, y))
Esurprise,sp(t, x, y)− Esurprise,sp(t− 1, x, y) (5.3)
Emotions are computed for each individual. The calculation of communicated emotion is dependent
on which communication paradigm is in use.
5.3.3 Emotion Communication - Direct
In direct communication, only emotions from the immediate neighborhood from the previous
time step are used in the decision (Figure 5.4(a)). Additionally, emotions are only read from the
map if a conspecific existed at that point; i.e., only emotion shared from events in the previous time
step are included. An individual will overwrite old emotions at their location between time steps.
When an individual is determining their own emotions for time step (t+1), they will calculate what
emotions are being shared through the environment via Equation 5.4 from time step t.
CEe,sp(t, x, y) =
∑
d∈D
Ssp(t, xd, yd) ∗ Ee,sp(t, xd, yd) (5.4)
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where e ∈ {fear, anger, sadness, happiness, disgust, surprise}, sp ∈ {rabbits, foxes}, D represents
all directions, Ssp(t, xd, yd) returns 0 or 1 denoting the existence of species sp in direction d from
position (x,y) at time t, and emotion Ee,sp(t, xd, yd) is the amount of emotion in direction d from
position (x,y) at time t. After emotions and communicated emotions have been calculated for all
entities in the system, all emotions (both internal and communicated) are decayed linearly by a
small value denoted in Table 5.2.
5.3.4 Emotion Communication - Stigmergic
With stigmergic communication, the shared emotions will remain at the cell over time and will
decay with each time step (Figure 5.4(b)). When an entity moves to that cell and leaves its own
emotional mark, the newly shared emotions will be combined with the previously shared emotion.
This thus affects the calculation of what shared emotions an individual’s emotion is affected by, as
seen in Equation 5.5.
CEe,sp(t, x, y) =
∑
d∈D
Ee,sp(t, xd, yd) (5.5)
where e ∈ {fear, anger, sadness, happiness, disgust, surprise}, sp ∈ {rabbits, foxes}, D represents
all directions, and emotion Ee,sp(t, xd, yd) is the amount of emotion in direction d from position
(x,y) at time t.
After emotions and communicated emotions have been calculated for all entities in the system,
all emotions are decayed. Although the individual emotion is still decays linearly as with the Direct
Communication, we test two different form of decay for the communicated emotion: linear and
geometric (values in Table 5.2). This variety of decay examines whether the rate of decay affects
the emotional decisions of the predator or prey.
5.3.5 Rules Enhanced by Emotions
Rabbits and foxes with emotions have altered reproduction rates, and movement direction pref-
erences from their unemotional counterparts (Figure 5.5). Other aspects are calculated the same as
shown in the Probabilistic and Neighbor-based Rules section.
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(a) Emotion biases movement (b) Emotion biases reproduction
Figure 5.5. Some emotions modify fox and rabbit behavior negatively, and others modify the
behavior positively. Both movement and reproduction are affected by emotion.
Reproduction Rates: Rabbit and fox reproduction rates are altered positively by happiness,
and negatively by disgust and anger. Additionally, rabbits will not reproduce at all while their fear
is above a threshold. The calculation of reproduction rate can be seen in Equation 5.6.
R(t) = Rep ∗ (1−Rep) ∗ (Ehappy(t, x, y)
− Rat ∗ Edisgust(t, x, y)− (1−Rat) ∗ Eanger(t, x, y)) (5.6)
where R(t) is the probability of reproducing at time t, Rep is the initial probability of reproducing
after the maturity age has been reached,Rat is the ratio of how much disgust versus anger decreases
reproduction, and Ehappy(t, x, y), Edisgust(t, x, y), and Eanger(t, x, y) represent current emotional
values.
Movement Preference: The local preference gradient for movement considers emotions, where
an individual will move toward the highest positive value gd,sp(t, x, y). This differential is taken to
be the difference between the emotion in a given direction and the current emotion of the individual,
as seen in Equation 5.7.
gd,sp(t, x, y) = foodsp(t, xd, yd)
+
∑
e
valencee ∗ (Ee,sp(t, xd, yd)− Ee,sp(t, x, y)) (5.7)
where (x,y) represents the individual’s current location, (xd,yd) represents locations in direction d,
e is taken over all emotions except surprise, and valencee is -1 for a negative emotion e (fear, anger,
sadness, disgust) and 1 for a positive emotion e (happiness).
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Emotions are used to encode and communicate various features of the environment to modulate
the behavior of individuals. The components of the environment incorporated into emotions are in-
tuitively useful for survival, which suggests that emotions should modify the behavior of individuals
in a way that is beneficial for their species.
5.4 Results - Role of Emotion in Predator and Prey Decisions
We first examine how emotions shared via direct communication affect the dynamics between
foxes and rabbits, specifically their ability to reproduce, avoid starvation, and avoid disease. In
the next section we examine how varying the communication paradigm and amount of information
shared with neighbors changes the population and emotions of both foxes and rabbits.
5.4.1 Experimental Design
The simulation is run on a grid world of size 100 x 100. Each point on the grid interacts with its
Moore neighborhood of radius 1. Simulations are run for a total of 2000 time steps with an initial
random placement of individuals on the grid. Each of the twenty initial placements are tested on the
four emotion scenarios: no emotions, only foxes using emotions, only rabbits using emotions, and
both species using emotions.
Initial population sizes for foxes, rabbits, and carrots were 1000, 2000, and 6000. Initial param-
eter searches were done on both population parameters and emotion parameters for all populations.
The initial parameter searches for emotion were done for when only rabbits have emotion or only
foxes have emotion, to determine how the individual parameters affect the overall population dy-
namics. From these parameter searches the most promising parameters were taken to combine and
investigate further (Table 5.2 and Table 5.3).
We examine our claim that computational emotions provide a framework for modeling predator-
prey dynamics that will provide different modeling behavior than a traditional cellular automata
model by examining a series of related hypotheses:
Hypothesis 4.1 The use of disgust will decrease a population’s overall rate of being diseased.
Hypothesis 4.2 The communication of emotions will increase population size for a species.
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Carrot Rabbit Fox
Rep n/a 0.75 0.75
Maturity Age 2 6 7
Cure 0.8 0.8 0.8
DiseaseMove n/a 0.8 0.8
Starvation n/a 2 6
Table 5.2. Non-emotion parameters for each species. Rep is the probability of reproducing af-
ter reaching the Maturity Age, Cure is the probability of being cured from, DiseaseMove is the
probability of an individual moving if it is diseased, and Starvation is the hunger level that causes
death.
Fox Rabbit
Decay rate 0.45 0.45
Rat 0.4 0.4
cc,sp 0.55 0.75
Fear threshold n/a 0.5
Table 5.3. Emotion parameters used in experiments. Decay rate linearly decrements the emotion
value at every point, Rat denotes the ratio of how disgust and anger affect reproduction rate, cc,sp
discounts communicated emotion from surrounding conspecifics, and the fear threshold denotes the
level of fear necessary to pause rabbit reproduction.
Hypothesis 4.3 Fast decay of shared emotions will result in population sizes most closely resem-
bling a population with no emotion.
5.4.2 Population Dynamics
The basic dynamics of the system can be seen in Figure 5.6 for the four scenarios: without
emotion, only foxes having emotion, only rabbits having emotions, and both populations having
emotions. In Figure 5.6(a) we see that rabbits benefit the most if they are the only population using
emotions, and suffer the most when foxes are the only population using emotions. Thus, rabbits
have the most evolutionary benefit when foxes do not use emotions, whether or not rabbits use
emotion. As will be explained by later figures, this disparity is due to emotions enabling foxes to
eat rabbits much quicker, and emotions only marginally increasing a rabbit’s ability to flee from
foxes. This directly impacts the carrot population (Figure 5.6(c)): the ordering of best to worst
scenario for carrots is a direct inverse of the population size ordering for rabbits.
Fox-only emotion gives the fox the best situation, and rabbit-only emotion gives them the worst
situation (Figure 5.6(b)). The scenarios of both populations having emotion or neither having emo-
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tions are in the middle, although with no significant distinction between them unlike for rabbits.
Emotions increase a fox’s ability to find rabbits to eat, but do not decrease its disease rates. The
following figures will examine this disparity further.
Population changes are directly affected by death and reproduction. The causes of death are
highly inter-related and thus should not be examined separately. For rabbits and foxes death is
caused by starvation, which is less likely with higher food consumption, and more likely with higher
disease rates. Rabbit death is also caused by foxes eating them, so fox consumption is related to
rabbit death as well. Reproduction is highly affected by hunger, disease, and nearby predators
due to emotions. A rabbit will pause reproduction when it has high fear, and both rabbits and
foxes reproduce less frequently when they have not eaten recently, or have recently eaten diseased
food. Thus, we must examine death and reproduction for rabbits and foxes to fully understand the
population changes.
5.4.3 Rabbits
Rabbits eat most frequently (Figure 5.7(a)) and are the most diseased (Figure 5.7(b)) when foxes
use emotion. Disease is highly correlated to the amount of carrots eaten and fox emotion. Rabbit-
only emotion minimizes rabbit disease, so disgust is allowing rabbits to avoid diseased carrots.
Rabbits may have the lowest population size when they eat the most due to less food being available
for other rabbits. Rabbits starve at a very low rate overall, the fastest being with rabbit-only emotion,
where they eat the least and are the most diseased (Figure 5.7(c)). The rabbit population is not
highly dependent on rabbit starvation rates though, as the scenario of highest starvation (rabbit-
only emotion) is also the scenario of highest population. Starvation rates are inversely related to
population, and thus reproduction must play a vital role.
Rabbits reproduce the least when they use emotion (Figure 5.8(a)), likely due to fear, disgust,
and anger significantly decreasing their probability for reproduction. In the highest population
scenario of rabbit-only emotion, rabbits are reproducing the least, eating the least, having the lowest
disease, and starving the most. Rabbits are probably best off with rabbit-only emotion because
it allows them to escape foxes the easiest, as reproduction rates and death by starvation do not
explain the population changes. This hypothesis is supported by Figure 5.9(a), where the rabbit-
only emotion and no emotion scenarios are seen to decrease fox consumption.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.6. Population variation over time. The population over time is shown for no emotion,
rabbit-only emotion, fox-only emotion, and both species emotion. The rabbit population (a) is
highest when only rabbits have emotion with no emotion as a close second, and lowest when only
foxes have emotion, and all emotion as second worst. The fox population (b) and carrot population
(c) are both highest when only foxes use emotion, and lowest when only rabbits use emotion, with
all emotion and no emotion close in the middle.
5.4.4 Foxes
The fox population is benefited the most by fox-only emotion, but no emotion and both rabbit
and fox emotion scenarios are tied for second. Foxes consume the most rabbits when they use
emotion to enable them to track rabbits (Figure 5.9(a)), but they are also the most diseased when
they use emotion (Figure 5.9(b)). Fox disgust does not appear to be successful in allowing foxes to
avoid eating diseased rabbits, although it is successful in allowing rabbits to avoid diseased carrots.
Most likely this is due to a fox’s food being mobile. If a fox is seeing high disgust to the south from
other foxes, that does not mean that the diseased rabbits are currently in that direction, only that
they recently were in that direction. Rabbits do not have this problem as carrots are stationary, so
their diseased relatives will stay near where a diseased carrot was recently eaten.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.7. Rabbit consumption, disease, and starvation are all correlated. (a)Rabbits eat most
frequently when foxes use emotion. This graph is the inverse of Figure 3(a), as rabbits eat the most
when they have the lowest population size. (b) Rabbits are the most diseased with fox-only emotion,
and the least diseased with rabbit-only emotion. Disease is highly correlated to amount of carrots
eaten. (c) Although rabbits starve at a very low rate overall, they starve the fastest in the scenario
where they eat the least and are the most diseased. These trends are very similar to the trends in
Figure 5.6(a).
Foxes starve slowest when they use emotion, corresponding to when they eat the most and are
thus the most diseased. Fox starvation is close to completely describing the trends seen in Figure
5.6(b), however the case of no emotion results in a higher population count despite also resulting
in higher starvation. Therefore reproduction must play a significant role in population numbers
as well. Foxes reproduce the most when they do not use emotion (Figure 5.8(b)). Anger and
disgust are thus noticeably decreasing fox reproduction. Fox reproduction is not as significantly
decreased by emotion as rabbit reproduction is since fox reproduction is not paused by fear. If we
take both starvation and reproduction into account, however, the trends in Figure 3(b) are logical.
Fox reproduction has a stronger affect on the fox population than rabbit reproduction has on rabbit
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.8. (a) Rabbits reproduce most frequently with fox-only emotion, closely followed by no
emotion. Rabbits reproduce the least when they use emotion, likely due to fear, disgust, and anger
significantly decreasing their probability for reproduction. (b) Foxes reproduce most frequently
when they do not use emotion, most likely due to disgust and anger decreasing their reproduction
probability. The effect is less pronounced than for rabbits as there is no fear level that stops them
from reproducing completely.
population because there is no predator to counteract reproduction, so it is only slowed by lack of
prey. This result is expected in predator-prey dynamics.
5.4.5 Discussion
Our introduction of emotion to a predator-prey model has shown multiple biases in the popu-
lation dynamics: increased food consumption; reduced predation; and increased population sizes.
These biases are not guaranteed by the introduction of emotion as the dynamics of the system links
system attributes, i.e. too many rabbits can lead to overcrowding, decreased growth, and increased
starvation. Nevertheless, the introduction of emotion to a species generally increases its population
size. Additionally, since we see a loss in population size to a species when it does not use emotion
but the other species does use it, it would be generally advantageous for a species to evolve emotions
when it is unclear whether or not the other species is also evolving emotions. This is true despite
the fact that both species using emotion causes an overall decrease in both population sizes.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.9. Fox consumption, disease, and starvation are correlated. (a) Foxes eat the most fre-
quently when they use emotion. (b) Foxes are the most diseased when the use emotion, and thus
when they eat the most. Thus, emotions are not improving a fox’s ability to avoid diseased food. (c)
Foxes starve fastest when they do not use emotion, corresponding to when they eat the least and are
the least diseased. Starvation rate does not directly correspond to population size.
5.5 Results - Comparison of Communication Paradigms
5.5.1 Experimental Design
The simulation is run on a grid world of size 50 x 50. Each point on the grid interacts with its
Moore neighborhood of radius 1. Simulations are run for a total of 2000 time steps with an initial
random placement of individuals on the grid. Each of the twenty initial placements are tested on the
four emotion scenarios: no emotions, only foxes using emotions, only rabbits using emotions, and
both species using emotions.
Initial population sizes for foxes, rabbits, and carrots were 240, 500, and 1500. All parameters
settings are the same as in the previous analysis, except for the communication coefficient cc,sp (Ta-
ble 5.2, 5.3). We test three communication coefficients (cc,sp:0.1,0.5,0.9) for each communication
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(a) Rabbit Population Average (b) Fox Population Average
Figure 5.10. Average rabbit (a) and fox (b) populations for each parameter combination. The x-axis
shows the communication coefficients (0.1,0.5,0.9) and decay values for each type of communica-
tion (N: no communication; D: direct; S: stigmergic (L=linear, G=geometric)). Black (darkest)
represents when both species use emotion, Red (second darkest) represents when only foxes use
emotion, and Blue (lightest) represents when only rabbits use emotion.
paradigm. For the stigmergic communication we test two types of decay, each with two emotion de-
cay rates: linear (0.1,0.5) and geometric (0.5,0.9). We compare how the populations and individual
emotions differ in terms of different communication paradigms (direct vs stigmergic), the amount of
information used from the environment versus one’s own information (communication coefficient),
and how long the system and individual’s memory of an emotion remains (decay rate).
5.5.2 Effect on Emotion
All rabbit emotions except for fear increase with an increase in the communication coefficient
(Figure 5.11). Thus, there is enough emotion sharing (except for fear) on the grid that it increases
the emotion when the environment has a strong effect on an individual. However, only a fox’s fear is
significantly increased as the communication increases; all other emotions are essentially constant
(Figure 5.12). This suggests that there are too few foxes for effective communication, which is
supported by the constant level of emotion when foxes use direct communication.
All rabbit emotions except anger and sadness are stronger when both species use emotion instead
of only rabbits using emotion. The increase of fear in rabbits when foxes also use emotion is of
particular interest, as it supports the idea that fox emotion improves their performance. Rabbit anger
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(a) anger (b) fear
(c) sadness (d) disgust
(e) happiness (f) surprise
Figure 5.11. Average individual rabbit emotion for each parameter combination. The x-axis shows
the communication coefficients (0.1,0.5,0.9) and decay values for each type of communication (N:
no communication; D: direct; S: stigmergic (L=linear, G=geometric)). Black (darkest) represents
when both species use emotion, Red (second darkest) represents when only foxes use emotion, and
Blue (lightest) represents when only rabbits use emotion.
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is increased when only rabbits use emotion, but rabbit sadness does not change. All independent fox
emotions except fear are the same when either only foxes use emotion or both species use emotion.
For both species a higher geometric decay rate with stigmergic communication leads to more
emotion than a lower geometric decay rate. A linear decay affects rabbit and fox emotion differently,
however. For rabbits, stigmergic communication with a lower linear decay always leads to higher
emotion than with a higher linear decay. For foxes, both linear decay rates lead to the same level of
anger, disgust, and happiness. However, an increased linear decay rate leads to decreased sadness
and increased fear for foxes.
Stigmergic communication with low linear decay leads to the highest levels of rabbit sadness
and disgust. Rabbit fear is increased the most with either direct communication when both species
use emotion, or with stigmergic low linear decay when only foxes use emotion. Linearly decayed
stigmergic communication tends to lead toward higher fox anger, sadness, and fear than with a
geometric decay; the opposite is true for disgust and happiness.
Direct communication leads to the highest levels of rabbit anger and happiness. Direct commu-
nication leads to lower fox anger and fear but higher sadness, disgust, and happiness than a linearly
decayed stigmergic communication. Since anger and happiness are both related to hunger in in-
verse ways, it is not surprising that the fox emotion trends between the two emotions are essentially
opposing each other.
All fox surprise trends essentially mimic fear. This leads to the suggestion that the primary
factors of surprise, a composite emotion in our model, are fear and anger. As the emotional memory
is inversely related to the amount of surprise experienced, fearful and angry foxes tend to base their
memory and decisions upon more recent events. This is clearly a beneficial behavior that suggests
that foxes will adapt their behavior for the environment when experiencing these negative emotions.
5.5.3 Effect on Population
Population averages are consistently better for each species when they are the only species using
emotion (Figure 5.10). Foxes additionally benefit from emotion when both species use emotion
and either direct communication is used (with less than 90% of communication coming from the
environment) or geometric decay is used with stigmergic communication.
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We expect that high decay rates in stigmergic communication would lead to results that are
almost indistinguishable from the direct communication case, as emotions would not be able to
linger long enough to be significantly different from only counting the previous time step. This
is generally true with respect to the range in which the populations fluctuate while varying the
communication coefficient for both linear and geometric decay in both populations.
The rate of decay for stigmergic communication generally has no effect on the rabbit population,
only causing a significant difference in population when only rabbits use emotion with a high linear
decay. The fox population decreases as decay rate increases when only rabbits use emotion, and
essentially does not change when only foxes use emotion. When both species use emotion, however,
fox population stays relatively constant as linear decay increases but decreases as geometric decay
increases. A potential cause of this can be seen in the surprise and fear of rabbits. The increase
in surprise at a high geometric decay will cause rabbits to focus more on the present than the past,
while a higher level of fear will cause rabbits to flee foxes.
As communication coefficients increase most rabbit emotions also increase. This is to be ex-
pected as the increased coefficients should lead to more emotion present in the system. For this
reason the relatively constant level of emotion for fear in rabbits when both species have emotion
regardless of the communication coefficient is interesting. This suggests that there is an optimal
amount of information for a prey to convey about predators.
Linear decay in rabbits may have an upper limit on the amount of decay, which is not surprising.
Geometric decay may also have an upper limit for rabbits, with respect to the communication coef-
ficients. This could be the point at which there is effectively no more communication in the system,
or perhaps just for some of the emotions.
Geometric decay has more complex effects on the fox population, while linear decay seems to
generally be detrimental. More communication without geometric decay is generally bad for foxes.
5.5.4 Discussion
We have analyzed the use of computational emotions toward increasing collaboration and col-
lective behavior for both predators and prey in a Cellular Automata predator-prey model. Both
species were given emotions inspired by Ekman’s six basic universal emotions and current research
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on how emotions affect animals in predator-prey scenarios. Two methods of communication were
tested: direct communication, and stigmergic communication.
From the results we see that both species are benefited the most if they are the only species using
emotion. However, we also see that the fox population benefits when both populations use emotion
if information is stimergic communication is used with a low geometric decay. Thus, the predator
is able to act collectively with a trail of information when it remains for a longer period of time.
All rabbit emotions except for fear are increased by an increase in the communication coef-
ficient. However, only a fox’s fear is significantly increased as the communication increases; all
other emotions are essentially constant. Thus, rabbit emotions are more strongly affected by older
information, whereas fox emotion is not.
5.6 Conclusions
Predator-prey dynamics are frequently modeled by cellular automata due to the spatial ordering
of entities within the system. This spatial ordering allows each member of the population to exist in a
specific place on the grid and interact with its neighbors, potentially giving a more realistic dynamic
among individuals. As some emotions have been found to evolve for survival in a predator-prey
environment, we enhance the model by adding computational emotions based on Ekmans six basic
emotions to our predator and prey. Conspecific communication of emotion allows individuals to
transmit relevant local information to other members of its species.
Representing a biological system as a model always leaves some features of the environment
unexplained or oversimplified. This has been true ever since the first use of physical laws to describe
the real world. The use of cellular automata to model a biological system is no different. CA ap-
proximate decisions based upon complex state information with simplified rule sets. In studying this
model it is important to consider that the model describes approximations of behaviors for rabbits,
foxes, and carrots. It is also important to consider that the emotions are the authors’ interpretations
of previous studies and observations. Nevertheless, the model is constructed to serve as a useful
tool for exploring the population dynamics and behavioral effects of interacting species.
Our introduction of emotion to a predator-prey model has shown multiple biases in the popu-
lation dynamics: increased food consumption; reduced predation; and increased population sizes.
These biases are not guaranteed by the introduction of emotion as the dynamics of the system links
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system attributes, i.e. too many rabbits can lead to overcrowding, decreased growth, and increased
starvation. Nevertheless, the introduction of emotion to a species generally increases its population
size, and it is to the species advantage to use emotions if it does not know if the competing species
is also going to use emotion. Further work is required to understand the cooperative mode in the
context of conspecific emotional communication; however, in our results we see favor towards nei-
ther species using emotion as the cooperative mode. This suggests that the acquisition of emotion
may be an evolutionary result of competitive species interactions.
Communicated emotion can play a role in collective behavior for both predators and prey. Inter-
estingly, the communication paradigm best for one species may be the worst for the other species.
Rabbit emotions are more strongly affected by older information, whereas fox emotion is not. The
fox population benefits when both populations use emotion if stimergic communication is used with
a low geometric decay. Thus, the predator is able to act collectively with a trail of information when
it remains for a longer period of time. It will be interesting in the future to develop a system in
which each species can evolve its communication strategies to see how the population dynamics
and collective behavior are both affected by this additional dynamic.
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(a) anger (b) fear
(c) sadness (d) disgust
(e) happiness (f) surprise
Figure 5.12. Average individual fox emotion for each parameter combination. The x-axis shows
the communication coefficients (0.1,0.5,0.9) and decay values for each type of communication (N:
no communication; D: direct; S: stigmergic (L=linear, G=geometric)). Black (darkest) represents
when both species use emotion, Red (second darkest) represents when only foxes use emotion, and
Blue (lightest) represents when only rabbits use emotion.
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CHAPTER 6
EMOTIONS FOR AGENT COORDINATION
6.1 Introduction
Real-Time Artificial Intelligence has been investigated for over a decade [100]. A system is
considered to be a Real-time AI system if it is able to make decisions within a guaranteed response
time and thus meet domain deadlines. These systems face many challenges, including working with
partial information, choosing the most crucial action if there are multiple scenarios to react to, and
working continuously for an extended period of time without failure. These systems are usually
created as expert systems, as they are used for a specific domain. However, they should be able to
handle a wide variety of scenarios that may occur, not just specific test scenarios. Results must also
be returned in a timely manner [100].
Real-Time Strategy (RTS) is an offshoot of general purpose real-time AI. RTS refers specifically
to systems where the primary purpose is to create strategy, usually in a competitive atmosphere. For
instance, military training on how to engage the enemy done via simulation is a RTS system. Only
training with a computer strategy aspect is considered RTS, since it is not a RTS system if only the
human controls strategy. Currently the military uses simulations heavily for training, and therefore
it is crucial for them that these systems advance [68].
Although they may at first seem unrelated, emotions can play a large part in strategy especially
when time is limited. Emotions are believed to improve our response time, increase our memory
capacity, and provide quick communication [124]. We are able to notice things that we fear quicker
than things we enjoy or are indifferent about, showing fear to be crucial to our response time.
Remembering an emotion may enable a memory to be more useful for us later, as we can react
to the emotion of the experience without needing to remember all of its details. Emotions help us
convey our experience to another person; for instance, they will realize danger quicker from noticing
our fear than by hearing our explanation. Thus, we propose to include emotion for collaboration
between agents within a real-time strategy game. We provide each agent with simple emotions for
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use in decision making and the ability to communicate them with their neighbors, similar to the
emotions described in the Predator Prey system in Chapter 5.
Our system utilizes a current RTS gaming engine called Globulation that includes computer
players that they call “AIs.” These are not to be confused with any specific algorithms in the field of
AI, or with the field itself; however, we will retain this terminology to be consistent with the system.
These AIs determine where its agents move, what they do, and when to create more of them; the
same actions controlled by a human player. We provide computational emotions for these agents,
and determine how those emotions affect the game play. We anticipate that emotions will enhance
their ability to react to their environment and influence other agents, thus increasing the performance
of the AI. One of our main contributions is the creation of an Emotion Sharing Map (ESM ) that
enables units to communicate their emotions in a way similar to the stigmergic communication
discussed in Chapter 1. This Emotion Sharing Map saves the emotion of units and diffuses it for a
period of time, enabling other units to feel the emotion of their peers. If the emotions are designed
to be reactive to the environment, this map would enable agents to lay a trail for moving to or from
specific types of areas without the need for either detailed or direct communication. This indirect
communication between a single player’s agents allows for emergent behavior, where agents are
able to work together just from following simple rules defining how their movement is modified by
emotion.
In this chapter we will discuss related work in real-time strategy games, describe the system and
the Emotion Sharing Map, show results, and then conclude.
6.2 Related Work
Real-time systems provide many new and difficult challenges for computer science. For exam-
ple, a model of ship damage control has been created that relies on real time decision making [20].
This model determines the best course of action given the state of the ship and its many control
systems. Tested in a simulation environment against actual Navy captains, the model vastly out-
performed the humans. This example shows that Real-Time AI can even be valuable in situations
where humans are already available to perform the task [20].
Also, many popular video games such as Starcraft and Warcraft incorporate Real-Time Strategy
(RTS) if at least one team is computer controlled. These games all simulate war among multiple
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players in which all but at least one player may be computer controlled. Although advances may be
made in the AI of these systems, they do not seem to influence the military training development.
However, many groups are working to combine the two groups so that meaningful work can be done
to advance both fields at once [68, 23]. Ideally, the creation of war-related video games will be able
to influence the military training simulations in years to come [22].
Real-time strategy games can involve many different fundamental AI issues. For instance, game
AI is closely related to adversarial real-time planning, decision making under uncertainty, opponent
modeling, spatial and temporal reasoning, resource management, collaboration, and path finding
[23]. One system that is working to improve gaming in all of these aspects is ORTS [21]. This
system is an open source game that is utilized in a competition each summer to encourage AI
experts to test their skills and create software with a usable combination of solutions. Although we
will use a similar system called “Globulation,” our enhancements could also be applied to ORTS.
Another way to create an RTS game is by controlling characters in games such as Quake. Laird
et al. creates bots that can strategize through first person shooter games to beat human players [81].
They create their bots using real-time AI algorithms, giving them the ability to anticipate another
player’s action, make smart decisions on where to go, and make smart decisions on what actions to
take. This type of strategy is different from the type of strategy we will investigate, as it is only a
single entity moving in a world against other similar entities [81].
Although there are currently no RTS systems that incorporate emotions that we are aware of,
other software systems do exist with them. For instance, the digital life simulation game, the Sims,
includes emotions. These emotions control the behavior of in-game agents; an example being that an
unhappy agent is less likely to obey the commands of the controlling player. Many other examples
of emotions being used in computer systems relate to the fields of human-computer interactions
(HCI). A great amount of work has been done on improving a computer’s ability to detect a user’s
emotions, and then using that information to change its interaction with the user. Much of this work
is in the affective computing field [116, 1], and tends to relate to voice and facial recognition. A
RTS system used for training can benefit from this work, but it is beyond our current scope.
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6.3 The System
We modify the open source RTS platform Globulation (http://www.globulation2.org) by adding
two emotions to the agents, modifying agent behavior based on their emotions, and sharing emo-
tions among agents in a way similar to the communication paradigms already discussed in both the
cancer chapter and the predator prey chapter through an Emotion Sharing Map. First we discuss
the Globulation system, then the agents/units within Globulation, and finally the emotions and how
they are utilized by agents.
6.3.1 Globulation
Globulation is a multi-player strategy war game where players compete for resources and terri-
tory, and the characters can be completely controlled by an AI. A player loses if all of their agents
are destroyed.
Globulation has multiple AIs that can be chosen to act as an independent player in the game.
The AI will control the actions of its assigned player so that no human intervention is needed. An
AI defines a specific strategy, and will not only make overall player choices but will also give each
agent its own set of decision processes. There are many different AIs available for Globulation,
each with a different focus, level of detail, and success rate. The AI we will test against is named
“Nicowar” and had the highest success rate of the AIs in our initial tests.
We define emotions as part of each agent’s individual decisions such that they can be ported to
any of the AIs that already exist for the game. Thus, the decision processes for agents will be a
combination of a previously created AI and our emotion and ESM combination. When defining our
computational emotions we examined the deficiencies of the Nicowar AI. Although it is the most
human-competitive AI in the game, its flaws include bottlenecks with path finding when dealing
with a large numbers of agents, avoiding enemy agents (defensive agents), and finding enemy agents
(offensive agents). We will seek to address all of these flaws with the emotions and ESM.
6.3.1.1 Agent Types
Each player in the game has their own agents that can be controlled by the overarching AI. These
agents include warriors, workers, and explorers. Each agent has a numerical amount of health (HP)
that can decrease if it is injured or increase if it is healed, with zero HP representing death. All
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agents are capable of movement in 2-dimensional space within the map boundaries. They will
make decisions on what actions to perform based on what they encounter as they move through the
map. Our emotions will affect each agent’s own decisions.
Each agent type has its own purpose in the game. The workers exist to gather resources needed
for the player to build buildings, create more agents, and feed the current agents. The workers
must coordinate so that they do not all approach the same resources at the same time. The warriors
defend the player’s buildings, and attack the opponent’s buildings and agents. They must coordinate
for both of these actions. The explorers will wander the map to determine the locations of enemies
and resources, as these are not initially known. Thus, all agents are interdependent on the other
agents for survival and a chance at winning the game. Emotions are given to workers and warriors,
but not to explorers since they work independently and separately.
6.3.2 Emotions
6.3.2.1 Types of Emotions Modeled
We chose to model two different negative emotions which will be the same in each unit type,
although each unit type will be affected differently by their emotions. The first emotion that we
model is Fear, which is designed to keep agents alive and help coordinate warrior defense and
offense. Fear is increased when a unit is attacked by an enemy unit, a unit is very damaged and
close to death, or the player is running low on resources. The second emotions is Frustration, which
is designed to combat path finding problems. Frustration is increased when a unit is unable to
perform the task allotted to it or the unit has been on the same task for a significant amount of time.
Figure 6.1. The plane representing the range of a unit’s emotions and 4 possible emotional stages:
the origin is no fear or frustration, representing contentment; point 1 represents a unit with little frus-
tration but high fear; point 2 is a unit with low fear and medium frustration; and point 3 represents
a unit with high frustration and high fear.
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Figure 6.2. A series of images demonstrating a player’s Emotion Sharing Map changing over time.
Each of the 6 images represents the entire game environment. Images are taken every 4,000 time
steps. Frustration is shown in yellow(middle shade of gray), Fear is shown in red (darker shade),
the overlap of the two emotions is green (lightest shade), and the lack of shared emotion is black.
Images are organized chronologically from left-to-right and top-to-bottom.
Technically the lack of these two emotions also constitutes an emotion: contentment. For in-
stance if there is little or no fear the unit feels content as the world seems safe. Also, if the unit has
little or no frustration then it is content because everything is working well. Although units do not
make decisions based on the combination of their 2 negative emotions, their emotional state at any
time can be represented by a point on a plane with fear as the y-axis and frustration as the x-axis. A
lack of emotion corresponds to contentment, as seen at the origin in Figure 6.1. However, without
the the Emotion Sharing Map explained below, emotions would be entirely internal and not shared.
6.3.2.2 Emotion Sharing Map
For emotions to be most effective there must be a mechanism for agents to infer each other’s
emotions, as was seen in the predator/prey emotion chapter. For humans, emotions are exceptionally
useful as a way to communicate. An agent’s emotion is therefore influenced by the emotions of other
agents under the same player via an Emotion Sharing Map. Agent emotions cannot be interpreted
or felt by an opponent’s units.
Each agent maintains a set of individual emotions that are modified based on the agent’s actions
and its reactions to its experiences. Each emotion is a continuum that we will assume is in some
positive real valued range, with no loss of generality. The baseline for each agent is to have a
value of zero for each emotion. Over time, any emotion increase will subsequently decrease until it
reaches this baseline or a new experience replenishes it.
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We define an Emotion Sharing Map (ESM) such that at each time step, an agent’s internal
emotions will be saved to the map. An example Emotion Sharing Map changing over time can
be seen in Fig. 6.2. Each emotions is stored separately on the ESM. The ESM affects an agent’s
emotions and is updated by every agent’s emotions at every time step. This frequency is to ensure
that an agent has all information that may be vital to its decision making. The agent’s emotion is
added to the emotion on that square, and is immediately diffused out to the adjacent sets of squares
within a specified grid square distance. A diffusion radius of 2 is shown in Fig. 6.3(a), assuming an
agent is reacting to an experience with value 10. Given amax radius defining the furthest distance
an emotion is diffused and a value of the current emotion, the emotion value that will be saved on
the map at a location that is dist away from the original point of the event is seen in Equation 6.1.
Map(dist) =
 value if dist = 0value− valuemax radius
dist otherwise
(6.1)
Both the agent internal emotion values and the emotion values on the map decrease linearly over
time. At each time step, the current emotions will decrease as shown in Fig. 6.3(b), and then any
new emotions will be added. This type of emotional communication is a combination of the wide
diffusion seen in the cancer chapters, and the continuous stigmergic style of communication seen
in the predator-prey chapter. Emotions are diffused in all directions as the PLEASE DIE and I’M DYING
signals were diffused in the cancer and HADES work, but are not reliant on specific events as were
those signals. Instead they are saved at every time step as was seen in the predator-prey scenario.
Each agent can access a gradient of the map, and is affected by this gradient for each decision.
The agent’s own emotions are affected by the map such that a small percentage of each of its
emotions is derived from the emotions on the map from the end of the previous time step, as defined
in the next section. The map therefore allows agents to communicate indirectly, since the emotion
values held on the map are due to another agent’s recent experiences. Therefore, if an agent recently
encountered a problem in a particular location, all close by agents will be aware due to the Emotion
Sharing Map. Also, any other agents that come to the area within a short time span will be aware as
well. The Emotion Sharing Map is therefore providing a mechanism for collaboration.
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(a) Immediate emotion
diffusion
(b) Decay of emotion
after 1 time step
Figure 6.3. Approximate diffusion concept. The map in 6.3(a) depicts the values in the squares
under and surrounding an agent that just experienced an event that resulted in a total emotion value
of 10. If emotions decay linearly by 2, the map in 6.3(b) depicts the values in those same squares
after a single time step before agents send their emotions to the map again.
6.3.2.3 Agents using Emotions
Each emotion affects units in ways related to five of Ekman’s seven characteristics of emotion:
Quick onset, automatic appraisal, commonalities in antecedent events, brief duration, and unbidden
occurrence [44]. Emotions occur based on events in an agent’s neighborhood immediately when that
event occurs. The agent does not have time to decide that its surroundings are a problem, but instead
there is a quick onset due to automatic appraisal of the situation. For all agents of a particular type
the same antecedent event types will cause the same amount of the same emotion. Emotions are
brief unless the same event continues to occur, in which case the emotion will continue to build at a
slow rate. Emotions are not consciously caused, as only outside events or the sharing of emotions
from another unit can cause them. The two characteristics that we do not relate to do not apply to
our situation (presence in other primates, distinctive physiology) [44]. Actions that are taken due to
an emotion are however decided upon only once the emotion reaches a specified threshold. Once
that threshold is reached then the unit acts according to both its current situation and the fact that
the particular emotion is strong.
An emotion’s effect on an agent is homogeneous throughout that agent type, although it differs
between agent types. The effect of emotion is based on the idea of approach vs. withdraw [37].
In this theory, an emotion will elicit one of two responses: approaching toward the stimuli, or
withdrawing from it. Emotion values are only incorporated into deciding an agent’s actions when
the emotion value reaches a specified threshold. Each agent has two sets of controls: the built-in
decision controls, and the emotion-based decision controls. Both sets of controls are potentially
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Figure 6.4. The decision tree for a warrior at each time step.
used at each time step, as can be seen in the warrior decision tree (Fig. 6.4). All updates from the
ESM occur at the beginning of each time tick, and all emotions exist on a scale of 0 to 100.
Fear is affected by two factors: medical condition and surrounding enemy agents. If a worker’s
Fear is higher than 75 it will move in a direction toward less Fear until its Fear falls below that
threshold, in an effort to save its own life. A warrior, however, will advance toward the source of
Fear if their own fear is greater than 55. This reaction will cause a warrior to move toward nearby
enemy agents and attack. However, if a warrior’s Fear level rises higher than 90 it will retreat,
improving on its ability to survive. The value for Fear (Υ) of an agent at time t in location λ if it is
surrounded by φ enemies is shown in Eq. 6.2 where Map(Υ, λ) refers to the value of Fear on the
ESM in location λ and ω is 1 if the agent is damaged and 0 otherwise.
Υ(t) = 0.8 ·Υ(t− 1) + 10φ+ ω + 0.1 ·Map(Υ, λ) (6.2)
The agent reactions are similar for Frustration. If a worker has a Frustration level over 85 it will
look elsewhere for work, which will usually involve looking for resources to gather. If the worker is
already in a location with resources but still has high Frustration, it is likely due to a large number of
workers gathered who are causing a bottleneck for retrieving resources. If a warrior has Frustration
it will explore to look for enemies or will wander around acting as a lookout, as Frustration is
likely a result of no danger in its current location. Frustration directly combats the AI’s problem of
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failed path finding. Thus Frustration can create a more efficient resource gathering mechanism for
workers, and a higher likelihood of encountering enemies for warriors.
Frustration is increased in a particular agent by one tenth of the amount of time spent continu-
ously performing the same task. This increase of Frustration allows agents stuck in a location to free
themselves by moving away from the Frustration gradient. An agent’s value for Frustration (Ω) at
time t can thus be similarly set as seen in Equation 6.3 if χ is a binary number that is 1 if actionTick-
Timer represents the time the agent has been doing the same action, (actionT ickT imer > 50), and
(actionT ickT imer%10 = 0).
Ω(t) = 0.8 · Ω(t− 1) + χ+ 0.1 ·Map(Ω, λ) (6.3)
Although we discuss emotions as causing workers to avoid death and find resources, and war-
riors to find enemies and avoid death, this behavior is not hard-coded into the system. Instead, this
behavior emerges from the agents following the simple rules based on how to react to emotions and
share emotions through the Emotion Sharing Map.
6.4 Experimental Design
Simulations were run with version 0.9.1 of Globulation 2 on the map Muka, which is a one
player versus one player map. Each player has all necessary resources contained within a region
that is connected to the opponent via two land bridges (at the top and bottom). The map wraps
from right to left, creating a land bridge from the left side to the right side of each player’s region.
Both players also have an additional smaller peninsula containing resources. The map is essentially
symmetric, to make each player’s starting situation close to identical.
We test the Nicowar AI against itself both with and without the ESM to determine if the AI was
improved by using emotion. For simplicity of explanation, we will call Nicowar using emotions
“NicowarESM”, and Nicowar without emotions “Nicowar.” NicowarESM will always be player 1
and Nicowar will always be player 2. We test two AIs against each other instead of against humans
to reduce the error that may occur from a human changing their strategy over time.
We test variations on the constant diffusion radius for both Fear and Frustration (Table 6.1) to
determine how far the messages must be communicated to be effective in positively influencing
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Fear 1 2 2 2 3
Frustration 2 1 2 3 2
Table 6.1. Diffusion radii tested for fear and frustration.
agent behavior. Each set of parameters is tested eight times. We compare player 1 to player 2 in
each scenario to ensure that our results are not biased due to starting location on the map, as the
Nicowar vs Nicowar results are also calculated this way.
We use two statistics for analyzing success: percent of games won, and average health (HP)
for each player’s agents and buildings. A high HP per agent ratio can signify that either the player
has a high number of agents in various stages of health, or that all agents have high HP. High HP
can signify more powerful warriors as well. Since all of these scenarios can represent a successful
game, they also imply good performance.
Average health for each player is determined by examining the hit points per agent and per
building for each player over the course of the game. Since each of these games is two AIs playing
against each other, we can take the difference of their HP ratios at each time step and then average
them. This average represents how much better the HP/agent ratio for player 1 is over player 2 for
the duration of the game. A game is won when all of the other player’s buildings and agents are
destroyed.
6.5 Results
Results are presented with varying diffusion radiuses of the form “diffusion radius of Fear,
diffusion radius of Frustration,” for instance ESM(1,2) for diffusion radius of 1 for Fear and 2 for
Frustration. The radius values can be seen in Table 6.1.
As can be seen in Fig. 6.5, the percent of wins generally increases when the ESM is utilized
to facilitate collaboration and communication. For NicowarESM(1,2) and NicowarESM(2,2) the
win percentage is more than double the win percentage of the baseline. The baseline has a win
percentage less than 50% as the map appears slightly biased against Player 1. However, since we
have used Player 1 as the player with the ESM, switching players would not decrease our results.
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Figure 6.5. Percent of the eight games won by NicowarESM (Player 1) against Nicowar (Player
2) with varying diffusion radii (as labeled). The dashed line shows the baseline, i.e. the percent of
wins by Nicowar when playing itself without emotion.
A carefully chosen diffusion radius (the distance away the emotion is shared) can greatly im-
prove the number of wins. From the wins alone, it appears that a diffusion radius of 1 for Fear, and
a diffusion radius of 2 for Frustration is ideal. Since battles may include a large number of agents,
a lower diffusion radius for Fear is probably desired as a way to keep the map from becoming too
overrun with emotions. Since Frustration is generally only caused by agents from the same player,
a higher diffusion radius allows trapped agents to keep others from further causing problems by
blocking them, thus freeing themselves sooner.
All combinations tested except diffusion radius for Fear of 3 with a diffusion radius for Frus-
tration of 2 improve on the baseline. Once the diffusion radius increases too high the ESM most
likely becomes harder to use for navigation due to a high number of emotions mingling such that it
is difficult to determine which direction is the correct way to turn.
The difference of average HP for agents and buildings between players at least doubles over
the Nicowar baseline for all NicowarESM results (Fig. 6.6(a)). Although NicowarESM(3,2) does
not increase in percentage of wins, it does increase significantly in the average HP of agents and
buildings. This may be caused by NicowarESM keeping its agents to safe and healthy that it in turn
prevents its agents from adequately attacking the enemy, causing them to eventually be destroyed.
NicowarESM(2,2) has a similar situation in that although it is the second best by number of wins it
has the highest overall HP of any scenarios tested.
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(a) For all experiments (b) For all experiments where Player 1 won
Figure 6.6. Difference of average hp per agents and buildings from Nicowar (player 2) versus
NicowarESM (player 1) with varying diffusion radii (as labeled). (a) When examining all experi-
ments, we see that the most significant increase in HP is with diffusion radius of (2,2). (b) If we
only examine cases where player 1 won the game, not only do most average HPs increase, but also
the diffusion radius of (3,2) increases higher above Nicowar’s HP.
Either when these AIs win they have a much higher HP at the end, or they maintain a higher
HP throughout most games until they lose. In Figure 6.6(b) we examine the average HP only in
the cases where player 1 won the game. NicowarESM(3,2) has the highest average HP in this case,
so much of its variation in Figure 6.6(a) is probably due to high average HP when it wins, but not
particulary high HP during games it loses. NicowarESM(2,2)’s average HP does not increase as
much when only considering games it wins, so it is likely that this set of diffusion radii gives an
advantage in HP both when it wins and loses.
If we consider all cases instead of only when the AI wins the game, then from the average health
per agent and building statistics the best results are a diffusion radius for Fear and Frustration of 2,
although a Fear radius of 3 with a Frustration radius of 2 is a close second. Taking percent of wins
into account as well shows an overall winner when Fear is 1 and Frustration is 2, since the number
of wins is increased more and the agents still maintain higher health and total numbers.
We thus show evidence toward the ESM enhancing the coordination of agents in Globulation.
Different diffusion radii can be used to either significantly increase the number or wins, or to signif-
icantly increase the health of the player’s agents and buildings. The use of computational emotion
increases the survivability of the player, at least when that player is the only one using emotions.
This result mimics what was seen in the Predator Prey modeling, where a similar emotion com-
munication increased the survivability of both predator and prey when they were the only species
using emotion. Since these real-time strategy games mimic population dynamics in many ways,
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this result should be expected. However, it is interesting to note that just a sharing of emotion
with neighbors on a short time scale can cause a global effect of increased self-organization and
coordination in a group of agents that is generally not collaborating in any real sense.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have developed computational emotions for real-time strategic games, and
tested these emotions in a game called Globulation. Globulation has autonomous computer players
they call “AI”s, which control a player’s agents. We provide two emotions that influence an agent’s
movement in the game: Fear and Frustration. We provide an Emotion Sharing Map that agents
use to communication simple information about their recent experiences. This information remains
on the ESM until it decays to zero, influencing the internal emotions of nearby agents. Through
communication on the Emotion Sharing Map, agents are able to collaborate such that Frustration
improves path finding issues, and Fear helps agents survive longer and helps warriors find battles.
We show improvement to Globulation’s top AI “Nicowar” by adding emotions and the ESM.
Our results show that the ESM is an effective way to allow agents to communicate their emotions
with neighbors to aid in collaboration. It does not require direct communication but is more remi-
niscent of swarm communication. Emotions are diffused immediately within a specific radius, and
at each time step an agent’s internal emotions will be affected by the ESM emotions at their current
location. This use of emotions is very similar to what was discussed in the previous predator prey
chapter, however emotions are diffused further and faster in Globulation. This modification on the
predator prey emotions increases the speed and accuracy of information, and since this is an en-
tirely computational system there are no odd effects as may occur if using a similar communication
scheme in a biological model.
Nicowar AI wins twice as many games when it uses emotions, and retains more agents of
better health overall. In all but one set of diffusion radii tested Nicowar wins more games when it
uses emotion, and with all sets of diffusion radii its average HP increases when it uses emotions.
There are a variety of diffusion radii that may be chosen for this system, all of which will improve
performance by some degree. This emotion technique is thus potentially applicable to other real-
time strategy games, or real-time collaboration systems. Both emotions were designed specifically
to counteract problems in the Nicowar AI, which may imply that emotions designed for a specific
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system will improve that system’s functionality. It may be possible to create computational emotions
that will work in general for all strategies, but further investigation is necessary.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
7.1 Conclusions
In this dissertation I presented two approaches to uniting biological complex systems with com-
puter science: through modeling, and through inspiration. I showed new approaches to modeling
cancer and predator prey systems, as well as using computational models of emotion to improve
agent communication and predator-prey decision making. Additionally, I examined how the com-
munication model from cancer can be re-applied to multi-agent fault tolerance. Overall, this disser-
tation supports six claims:
Claim 1 Varying spatial regulations within a cellular system leads to significantly different
number of predicted cells in a model of cancer cell growth.
Claim 2 Intercellular messaging among cells based on neighbor death and spatial impinge-
ment can be used to encourage death of surrounding cells such that primarily can-
cer cells are killed and healthy tissue cells survive.
Claim 3 The intercellular messaging investigated for cancer removal can improve multi-
agent system fault tolerance by allowing agents to use only local information and
collaboration to remove faulty agents.
Claim 4 Computational emotions provide a framework for modeling predator-prey dynam-
ics that will provide different modeling behavior than a traditional cellular au-
tomata model.
Claim 5 Computational emotions can be used to improve the performance of a computer
player in a real-time strategy game.
Claim 6 Stigmergic communication can be utilized to improve collaboration in both model-
ing interdisciplinary problems and when designing computational systems.
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In all of these situations there is some form of emergent behavior, as simple rules cause complex
behavior. Often this is accomplished by communication of information about the world to neigh-
bors. This form of communication is a modification of Stigmergy. In both the cancer agent-based
model and the multi-agent fault tolerance system HADES, death request signals are sent in response
to specific local events related to pushing either a cell or agent out of its current location. These
signals diffuse in all directions for a specific radius, and are felt strongest by the closest neighbors
of the sender. Eventually, these signals are able to induce death/removal of the recipients and can
rid the system of cancer cells or irregular agents, respectively. We show that for cancer this type
of communication mimics existing mechanisms, and may explain the body’s ability to fight cancer
naturally. For multi-agent systems we show that this type of communication may be used to provide
fault tolerance, by combining two fault tolerance techniques: Survivalist and Citizen. Anonymous
agent communication enables removal of malfunctioning agents, requiring only knowledge of local
phenomena.
Two variations on this type of communication are used to develop a new approach to modeling
predator-prey dynamics in cellular automata. The internal emotional state of each entity within the
system is shared with neighbors. That shared information is then incorporated into the neighbor’s
own internal emotional state to influence its future decisions. We test two approaches to commu-
nication between conspecifics: stigmergic communication in which a decaying trail is left as the
entity moves, and direct communication in which only current neighbors are told about an entity’s
emotion and thus there is no diffusion. We find that both predator and prey benefit from the use of
emotions in their decision making, and that the form of communication significantly affects both
populations.
A similar form of computational emotions is then applied to agents in a real-time strategic
game. These emotions influence an agent’s behavior to combat issues in the controller related
to pathfinding and fighting enemies. In this case we use communication that is a combination
of the approaches in the other systems. Messages are diffused in all directions as in the cancer
approach, but linger and decay over time as in the predator-prey approach. We find that the use of
communicated emotions increases collaboration among agents, and enables the computer controlled
player to win the game almost twice as frequently as it did without the use of emotions.
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7.2 Future Directions
This dissertation provides many future directions for each of the systems tested, as well as for
stigmergic communication.
7.2.1 Cancer
Cancer is a very complicated disease that we do not yet completely understand. There are many
modeling opportunities, both building upon the models presented here as well as developing new
models with similar approaches. One possibility is to examine how different therapies work against
cancer. There are already models specifically for therapies such as radiation therapy and chemother-
apy. It would be useful to compare how these models work with and without the communication
protocols presented in this dissertation. If these communication protocols are indeed describing
mechanisms that occur in nature, they may also influence how well these therapies work. Thus, a
future possibility is to modify the model to incorporate these therapies and determine what version
of the model gives the most accurate results. This would also provide another way to analyze the
realism of the communication protocols.
Another question in cancer that could be examined using a similar type of agent-based model
is the role of cancer stem cells. It is generally agreed upon that at least some cancer cells act like
stem cells in their ability to proliferate frequently. However, there is a debate on whether stem cells
become cancer cells or if cancer cells de-differentiate into stem cells. Using a similar agent-based
model approach, we can examine which scenario leads to the correct rate of cancer formation, time
to cancer, and cancer growth shape.
These are only two potential directions for working on cancer, but there are many other ques-
tions, and doubtless new questions will be generated from biological studies that could also benefit
from a computational approach.
7.2.2 Multi-agent Fault Tolerance
We present a set of communication protocols to remove malfunctioning agents in a generic
multi-agent system. We treat this system as an abstraction to other systems, in which our defined
properties could be slightly re-interpreted to apply the communication protocols to a specific sys-
tem. The primary next step is to take standard systems such as sensor networks, distributed software
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systems, or others, and more fully develop those analogies to test the communication protocols on
specific failures in these systems. This work will involve testing variations on the communication
protocol, as well as testing it on variations of the network and system structure. The system pre-
sented in this dissertation shows promise, and thus is likely to work in these other systems as well.
This future work may also result in additional versions of the protocol that can then be applied to
specific classes of problems as well.
7.2.3 Computational Emotions for Predator Prey Modeling
The main direction for this work is examining it for modeling of specific biological predator-
prey systems. It is not expected that an emotional cellular automata approach would encompass
the dynamics of all predator-prey systems, and thus the first problem is to determine exactly which
systems could benefit from this modeling technique. The next problem would be determining if this
technique can better predict changes in that biological system by testing it on population variance
data.
There are also many modeling approaches that could be further tested in this type of system
as well. The way that rabbits and foxes made decisions using their emotions was fixed throughout
experiments, but may show interesting changes if modified. There was also no variation on how
emotions were affected by the environment, which may change rabbit and fox behavior significantly.
7.2.4 Computational Emotions for Real-time Games
The emotions worked well in solving the problems in the computer controlled player. These
emotions could be developed into an overall architecture that could be applied to many different
players (using different strategies) in both this real-time strategy game as well as other similar
games. This would involve trying different versions of computational emotions and determining
when they do and do not work well. Other types of communication could also be tested to determine
if this approach is the only approach that works, or if there are other possibilities. We could also
enable learning in the agents, where a constantly high emotion in one region is remembered and
over time they learn to avoid (or approach) that region.
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